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of the outbreak.
tageous position of the barn could J. M. Ilervey of Roswell arrived on Si
AT EXECUTIVE MANSION.
X
one
from
all
westbound
Kansas
of
reward
City,
an, driven to desperation, attempted ing
a
be
will
paid
yesterday,
withstand a much larger body of men. the belated train, and so lid Miss
Mrs. W. C. X
and
Governor
to take her life by swallowing poison.
are
stalled
These
at
Kansas.
Selden,
be
will
present$600, and in addition
$1,000 Reward.
Nellie Brewer of Albuquerque, the
BURNED TO
McDonald announce that there X
Theodorson returned to Santa Fe by YOUNG WOMAN
' DEATH IN FIREPLACE. ed a gold watch suitably inscribed, if trains will have to be shoveled out,
Richmond, Va., March 14. Governor
S will be a public reception at X
was
the terror
stealth and, so great
say Rock Island officials, when the Mann has offered a reward of $1,000
of
recommendation
Superintendthe
Natividad Rivera, the
the Executive Mansion in hon- - X
storm subsides.
of his wife at his reappearance, that
for the murderers who escaped from
of Thomas Rivera, met death ent Taft of the Wells, Fargo Express
in Saloon
Murder
of the legislators,
Fa..
or
their X
Key
West,
The
Island
Rock
here
train
she accompanied him to Pueblo. daughter
that
left
Mr. Taft said
Hillsville court house, after having
in a horrible manner at Hillsboro, Company is followed.
second-clas- s
wives and friends Thursday X
Finding life with him unbearable there Sierra county. The girl was subject he would recommend that the standing yesterday morning is reported snow- slain the court officers. The govern- March 14. J. Goodwin,,
evening of March 21, from 8 to
she fled to Denver, but was quickly lo- to epileptic attacks and while suffer reward given for the arrest and con- bound near Brewster, Kansas. The or has also ordered Roanoke and fireman on the battleship North Caro11 o'clock. Everyone is invit- - X
cated by her husband, and the arrest ing from one of these' she fell into the viction of train robbers be awarded Burlington, Santa Fe end Missouri Lynchburg militia companies to be lina, was stabbed to death in a saloon
a
to attend.
named
civilian
here
ed
X
X
by
Knight.
roads
Pacific
roads
their
open
report
open fireplace, where she was build to Trousdale. The usual reward is
Goodwin came from Roe, N. C.
on
are
but
trains
Five.)
delayed.
(Continued on Page Four.)
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The Little Store

ANSWERS
Santa

Fe People

THE CALL.
Have Found That

This is True.

a strain, a sudden wrench,
cause may hurt the kidneys.
Spells of backache often follow.
Or some Irregularity of the urine.
A splendid remedy for such attacks,
A medicine that has cured thouA cold,
A little

Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and Large Variety of

"Soltaire " fioods.

the

Always the Leader

!
Southern Corner Plaza,
WITH

ALL

CASH

PURCHASES.

WHOLESALE

Santa Fe. Telephone
WE

GIVE

AND

C
No. 40.

REGISTER

TICKETS

RETAIL

sands.
Is Doan's Kidney PilU, a true
Many Santa Fe people rely on it.
ney remedy.
Here is Santa Fe proof.
Albino Ortega, College St, Santa
Fe, N. M., says: "For several years
I had trouble from my back and kidneys. It was hard for me to work,
owing to pains in my loins and any
sudden
movement aggravated my
trouble. My rest was disturbed by a
too frequent desire to void the kidney secretiors and the passages were
scanty and painful. Public statements given by local people who had
used Doan's Kidney Pills with benefit,
induced me to try them. I found relief at once ard after I had used the
contents of one box, my back was free
from pain. My kidneys are now normal and I feel better in every day."
For sale by all dealers. Price 10
cents. Foster-MllburCo., Buffalo,
New York, soki agents for the United
Remember the name Doan's and
trke no other.
n

M.

2sT.

public utilities, and as a result of their
inquiries are satisfied that the system
can be profitably adapted to the needs
of the city of Raton. Another proposition to be submitted for ratification of
the voters is that of a municipal opera
house. As stated in the ordinance,
the voters will determine as to the advisability of authorizing the city council to expend $25,000 for the erection
of such a building.
Clovis Bars Boxing.
Manager Wood of the Lyceum, gave
out the information this week that no
more boxing bouts would be held at
the Lyceum. This assertion practic
ally puts a ban on the boxing exhibi
tions in Clovis, in the future, as it is
well known that no other building
would accommodate the crowds. Mr.
Wood has decided thus of his own
free will and accord. Clovis Xews.

THURSDAY, MARCH 14, 1912.

Your Druggist
Stops That Itch
are suffering from Ecezema,
If
Psoriasis or any other kind of skin
trotihle. drop Into our store for instant
relief. AVe will guarantee you to stop
that itch in two seconds.
We have sold other remedies for skin
troubles, but none that we could recommend as highly as this, a mild wash of
Oil of Wintergreen Thymol and a few
other ingredients that have wrought
such wonderful cures all over the country.
This compound is known as D.D.D.
Prescription for Eczema and it will cool
and heal the itchy, burning skin aa
nothing else can,
A 25c trial bottle will prove it.
Of course all other druggists have
D.D.D. Prescription
go to them if you
can't come to us but don't accept some
substitute.
But if you come to our store, we are
so certain of what D.D.D. will do for you
bottle on
that we offer you a fulldo size
not find that
this guarantee: if you
ONCE it
AT
itch
the
takes
it
away
costs you not a cent.
Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N. M.
u

it

Divorce Granted.
Judge Herbert F. Raynolds at Albu
querque granted a divorce to Ella
Scott, from Charles Scott on the INDUSTRIAL SPECIALTIES
ground of desertion, the judgment be
ARE FAVORITES TODAY.
ing given by default. The defendant
was ordered to pay the costs of the
Railroad Stock is Relegated to Backaction, and execution directed to issue
ground Market Closed
therefor.
The custody of two minor
Strong.
children, Charles Hamilton Scott and
Robert Scott, was granted the plainBy Special Leased Wire lo New Mexican)
tiff.

WE HAVE THE "EDGE" ON THE RAZOR BUSINESS; BECAUSE
RAZORS AND CUTLERY HOLD THEIR EDGE.
WE HANDLE ONLY THE BEST RELIABLE BRANDS OF
AND HARDWARE.
We "SHAVE OUR PRICES WHEN WE FIRST
MARK OUR

OUR

CUT-LER-

New York, March 14. Heaviness
of stock market leaders in the first
hour today may fcve been due to
sc"ing under cover of a diversion in
the specialties. Of the active stocks,
LeMgh Valley, and Union Pacific were
heaviest, while the coppers were fairA further rise in American
ly strong.
Telephone was credited to buying by
Prris, where some activity in that issue is reported. American Tobacco
moved up 5
and there were gains of
1 to 3
points in high priced industrials Bonds were steady.
Talk of increases in earnings and
expected increased dividends accompanied the advances in some of the
specialties. Railroad stocks were relegated to the background for the time
being, the diversity of the demand for
the industrials affording the average
trader a good opportunity for quick
profits. The market closed strong. In
the last hour the list advanced gener
ally under the lead of the speculative
favorites, some of which, including
United States Steel and Union Pacific
sold at top prices for the movement,
while Amalgamated
Copper went
above its high figure of last year. Most
of the representative stocks closed 1
to 2 points higher.

Snow Storm Cost Money.
In an interview given out in western Kansas recently, W. J. Curtis,
INFINITY.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
traveling passenger agent of the Santa
By Donald R. Richberg.
Fe at Topeka, stated that it cost the
Infinity, the heavy mist
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, jfarden & field seeds in bulk and
Santa Fe not less than $35,000 to feed
packages That slowly, imperceptibly,
snow bound passengers west of
the
Recedes before our groping hands,
Hutchinson
in the last few snowThe only exclusive grain house in
As step by step most warily
Fe
storms.
Traveling Passenger Agent
We tread the only half seen ground.
Curtis estimated that at least 50,000
We turn for guidance whence we meals were served to
passengers free
came;
of charge.
The fog drifts 'gainst the straining
Phone Black
face.
Phone Black
El Paso Man Commits Suicide.
Our own paths? Look!
The gulf
C. W. Arey, 52 years old, was found
that yawns!
dead in his bed at the rooming house
Of our last footsteps, not a trace!
conducted by his wife on the northThe cloud hang chasms breathes no east corner of Fourth and El Paso
sound.
streets at El Paso. He had tied three
handkerchiefs and a towel around his
Only the records in our hands,
mouth. On a chair was found a bottle
which had evidently contained chloroOnly a fitful memory,
Are left of all the world that was,
form. A box which was marked "morFalse prophets of the world to be,
phine tablets" was found on a dresser
To which our stumbling steps now in the corner. It was empty.
lead.
Teacher Will Sue on Contract.
Some urged
by dread, some led by
One of the teachers in Mora county
hope,
who signed a contract to teach for six
Onward we move into the gray.
months and whose school was closed
Darkness and silence all around,
at the end of four months, is going to
Voices and light Just for today;
Thought knows not certainty nor bring suit against the board for two DEATH OF GENERAL
months' pay.
AUDITOR OF SANTA FE.
speed.
333 HICKOX

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and 5alt.

Santa

Y

GOODS.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone 14.

If Its Hardware We Have It.

Phone 14

2

LEO HERSCH

45

R.

45

J. CRICHTON

Dawson,

Yankee,
Oakdale.

Pinon,
Cedar,

SAWED WOOD

Near Union Depot.

STREET,

PHONE, RED 100.

LIVERY STABLE
.

"

Fir.e Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

r

i

Call up 'Phone 9

AROUND

When in Meed of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES

Boa

Sun, moon or stars illume the hour,
Yet shed no light there, just before,
As lamps a tiny circle show
Upon a bleak, black, silent moor,
Where darkness presses back the
eyes.
From dusk to dusk, one step ahead,
One glance behind, and that is all;
A working with the Seen until
The Unseen sounds its voiceless call;
The ending of one long surmise.
The Boston Transcript.

Died on Operating Table.
While undergoing an operation for
taxemia at St. Mary's hospital at
Mrs. Mary V. Price aged 35, suc
cumbed.

Ros-wel- l,

RIGHT.

CHAS. CLOSSON

Gissar JWenot

THE STATE

Died of Blood Poison.

The little son of Mr. and Mrs. R. E.
Patton died of blood poison at their
home seven miles southeast of Bard
City, Quay county.

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
9

General Express Forwarders
TO

All

Parts

of The World

SflVft MftflPV and ,nconven,ence
Purchasing Weils
IIIUII&J Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'

Checks and Foreign Money Orders

Newspapers Consolidate.
The Clovis News and the Texico
Trumpet have consolidated and are
published at Clovis by A. L. Curren,
publisher and W. J. Curren, editor.
Took Unauthorized Joy Ride.
Billy Shoat, who with Dave Armijo,
went for a joy ride at Albuquerque, in
a buggy they appropriated on Central
avenue, and damaged the rig, was ar
raigned before Police
Magistrate
Craig.

The Lid on at Roy.
Adolph Leyba of Mora, deputy sher
iff, was in Roy serving notices that
Sunday closing of saloons and no more
games are to be the program henceforth. As a result the fellows who de
pended on getting behind scenes for
their Sunday drinks were disappoint
ed. All concerned are glad of the
change.
,

W. J. Healy, general auditor of the
Santa Fe coast lines and one of the
most prominent officials of the accounting department of the whole sys-

iiv

r

r

FRANK M.JONES,

and Brass

305 San Francisco Street.

council.

Try a New Mexican want
b:injp remits.

ad.

Mayor Shuler and his assist-

Toledo, Ohio.

ants have been busily engaged for the Sold by Druggists, 75c.
past two months Investigating the Take Ball's Family Pills for consti
question of municipal ownership of pation.

:

:

at

WATER CO

n,d-

-

LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
AND FIDELITY BONDS. Writes all the Modern
Policies at Lowest Rates.

REAL ESTATE
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved City Property and Orchards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
For Full Information Call,
Or, Phone No. Red 76

WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL
RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Pharmacy.

CERRILL08

Wood
Lump

Anthracite Coal al) Sizes,

Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
.fvpUoF.
85
Telephone
Telephone 85

SJifc

NEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
EXPRESS LINE.

'?

Phone Black 50166

FLOfES

Leave Orders at Oxford Club Saloon.

ADeservedAdmonition

AT THE

CLARENDON GARDEN

Located One Block, East from

R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
DOWN TOWN

often comes from the fair sex to
to the
man the care
less, slovenly fellow. It is good
advice to dress as well as one's
means will afford, because good
clothes are the best passport to
good society and business prefer
ment. We make stylish clothes,
correct in cut and fit, of the best
materials, and we charge very
moderately.

San

Miguel

Church.

Phone Black 12.

u a rir ccditsh?

For Hire at Popular Prices

Iv

Old

STAND IN BUTT BROS.' DRUG STORE.

ciDcnr.rr acc

J.

PAUL P. LACASSACiNE,

THE

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

anti-saloo- n

PAINTING

YOU CAN GET

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

THE STAR BARN

SIGN

WHEN

Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. .Leave orders

anti-saloo- n

Imperial Laundry

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

--

Agent.

SANTA FE, N. M.

STORE,

Why Import Mineral Water ?

t.

J.

aaaSE"

fstairr.

Phone Black 6619.

s.

e

EVER CONSTRUCTED.

GENERAL

A

Died at Age of Eighty-EighPROHIBITION FIGHT IS
Having attained the ripe old age of
ON AT LAS CRUCES.
8S
U. S., Canada, Mexico
liJuxhiSt
years, Mrs. Elizabeth Gallops
passed away at the home of her
Las Cruces, N. M., March 1.4 Mon
daughter, Mrs. F. M. Murchison on
voters met to
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
the Leland farm, four miles east of day night twenty-fivdiscuss plans for the coming city elecRoswell.
tion with the view of closing the sa
J
loons. Hon. H. B. Link was chosen
Pioneer Dies at Portales.
D. BARNES,
John M. Faggard one of the pioneers president, and F. A. Hawley secre
of Portales, died at his home, leaving tary. All present were appointed on
a wife and six children, all of whom a committee to have 100 men at a
were with him at the time of his mass meeting at the court house next
death. Mr. Faggard has been in busi- Monday night for the purpose of creness in Portales for a number of years. ating enthusiasm. The
el
ement has decided to vote for any
Adam Wants Divorce.
five men placed In the field by any
Lillie L. Adam has filed suit in the party who will shut out the saloons.
district court at Roswell asking an No matter who Is nominated the
Successor to
absolute divorce decree from her husmen wiH vote for them. The
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
band John L. Adam, charging in her election will be held
April 2.
complaint that he has refused to help
FIRST-CLAS- S
LIVERY RIGS.
support her or try to pay off their in$100 Reward, $100.
debtedness. They were married DeThe readers of this' paper will be
1904.
cember
29,
Also First-Clas- s
pleased to learn that there is at least
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
one dreaded disease that science has
Fire Bugs at Raton.
been able to cure In all Its stages, and
310 Sao Fracisco St.
Phone Main 139
R. CREATH,
The Raton fire department was call that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure
ed
to the rear of property just south is the only
SANTA FE, N. M.
cure now known
positive
of the court house, where several tons1 to the medical
Catarrh
fraternity.
of baled hay had been set on fire
being a constitutional disease, re
sources.
of
One
tnrougn incendiary
a constitutional treatment
the residents in the neighborhood had quires
CARRIAGE,
AUTOMOBILE,
been wakened a few minutes before Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and
-- AND
by the firing of several shots in that mucous
surfaces of the system, thereneighborhood and discovered the blaze
For Best Laundry Work
before much progress had been made. by destroying the foundation of the
and giving
disease,
the patient
strength by building up the constituMunicipal Ownership at Raton.
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
Shall the city of Raton own, man- tion and assisting nature in doing its
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
age and operate a system of water work. The proprietors have so much
works, and for that purpose authorize faith in its curative powers that they
the city council to contract an indebt- offer One Hundred Dollars for any
O.
K.
at
Barber
Agency
Shop edness
not to exceed $400,000? is the case that it fails to cure. Send for
O
F.
Mrs.
Brown, Agent.
gist of two ordinances presented to list of testimonials.
P. J. CHENEY & CO..
f GUAR ANTEED Phone Bed No. 23.
Phone, Red No. 2 the special session of the Raton city Address:

m

COMPACT ENGINE

FRANK F. GORMLEY,

Spanish-America-

Cold, La Grippe, Then Pneumonia
Is too often the fatal sequence, and
coughs that hang on weaken the system and lower the vital resistance.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
a reliable medicine
that stops the
brother.
co igh promptly by
healing the cause,
soothes the inflamed air passages, and
Decision in Arizona Case.
checks the cold. Keep always on
The supreme court of the United hand. Refuse
For sale
States has affirmed the decision with by all druggists.
cost in appeal from the supreme court
of Arizona, in the case of Charles
TWO FIRE FIGHTERS
Clason vs. Nick Matke and others to
DIE IN BLAZE.
claims
to
title
the
quit
Bangor mining
14.
March
Hamilton,
Ohio,
Two
to
Clason.
The decision is adverse
firemen were killed, one was fatally
hurt and several others are missing
Canavan Sentenced to Jail.
in a fire which
partially destroyed
at
Albuquerque,
Judge Raynolds
rendered hi sdecision in the celebrat the Butler county court house today.
ed Canavan contempt case, holding The men were buried when the high
clo'ektower crashed over in the Foyer.
Stephen Canavan, the defendant, guil
ty of contempt of the court's order
directing him to pay to his wife, Mrs.
STENZEL ECZEMA LIPOID
Kate Canavan, the sum of $21,500 al
lowed her as alimony and counsel fees
A clear white liquid for
and sentencing him to the county jail
cleansing,
of McKinley county, in which the case purifying and healing skin and scalp
diseases.
arose, for the term of two years, or
Stops itching or burning instantly;
until such time as he shall have cures
eczema permanent.
urged himself of the contempt. The
A few days after using the Liquid
court
the
supreme
yesterday granted
the disease begins to disappear.
application of Canavan for a writ of
Price $1. Sold in Santa Fe by Fiscb,
habeas corpus.
er Drug Co. and Zook's

ump Liiiiiw

AND MOST

For irrigation this engine is a wonder. Pumps
up to 1 100 gallons per hour. See us
about this engine.

tem, passed away very suddenly recently in Los Angeles. It is reported
that blood poisoning was the cause
or his death.

Accidental Shot is Fatal.
Herbert Reese of El Paso, accident
while
himself
ally shot and killed
cleaning his gun. He is survived by
a widow and two sisters and his

11 an

a

THE SIMPLEST

CORRICK'S HACK LINE.

Buggies and Saddle Horses.

THEODORE CORRICK, Prop'r
:::
'
Phone Black 132.

WOODY'S HACK LINE
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

La Salle Restaurant
CHAS. GANN, Prop.

Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South.
Bounds Trains.

Telephone 11.
Leave Barranca on the arrival Of
Two Doors Below P. Andrews Store.
the north bound train and arrives
Regular Meals 25 cents.
at 7 p. m.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c
SPRING SAMPLES READY
Ten mllei shorter than any other,
Short Orders at All Honrs.
FOR INSPECTION.
way. Good covered hacks and good
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5. 00
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams,
Cleaning and Pressing a Specialty
T0o
a
Order
French Noodle
dlu.
furnished commerce men to take lis
Maw York Chop Suey 60c. the
MURALTER,
surrounding towns. Wire BjibtMa
fetation.
Cor. Palace and Washington Aves. j
s

JULIUS

7
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the beautiful city on the Pacific."
Mr. Collier will not accompany the
(missionary party further than Santa
Fe. Mr. Fox will visit the capitals of
'all the states of the Southwest and
continue the work befiun here. He is
a man of experience having been a
'member of the Xaiional Rivers and
d by political bickering and jealousHarbor Commission that has aorom- Progressives Come In.
ies is too evident to need repetition to Promoter Collier of the San
so much for the development
the
see
was
to
plished
It
really refreshing
any man who has watched the progTHE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
of the country's foreign trade and is
progressives lined up at the conven- ress of local city government in the
Diego Exposition Says It
an astute business man. Mrs. Fox,
tion, forgetting the past, subordinat- past four or five years.
IN NEW MEXICO.
Is Publicity
his charming wife, w ill accompany
with the
ing personal inclinations,
has no time nor
Albuquerque
him on the tour.
town's welfare their predominant
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
money to spend in more long winded
The confidential secretary to Mr.
thought. McKinley County Republi- abusive campaigns for the election of
STATE
EXHIBIT
BIG
.
WISHES
name
historic
the
can.
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
oilier, who bears
city officers. It is up to her citizens
is wi'h the party.
of
Jefferson
Davis,
in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
stocks
to get together in mass meeting, apHe is a graduate of law at the UniButler Likes the Appointment.
a committee of trusted business
domestic
and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic
point
Will Ask the Legislature to Sup- versity of Virginia and the George
In appointing Dr. M. D. Taylor of men to submit, a list of
candidates, deof
of
transfers
much
and
money to all parts of the civilized world on as
of
board
a
Washington University
Aztec, member of the state
cide upon the candidates and place
port 1915 Celebration of
detail of the great exposition will
the
as are given by any
liberal
terms
education, Governor McDonald made them in office. If men are chosen who
Canal Opening.
rrf
r.
i..
rest on his shoulders. The party will
UO
qUJlluCU haye Mt been i(jentined with
or private.
iaj.U. .S
,oca
Liberal advances made on conagency,
public
for the work, is posted on the matter I)0litjcal wjre
BEFORE
stop at ihe Palace hotel while in the
am s(.heming
pll,ling
1s
"What the Great Southwest needs
signments of livestock and products. The bank executes
o' school book contracts, and will
way; men who are successful not what nature denied ii, bin what city.
been so abso- make a conscientious and valuable inin any
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
their own business and men of es
citizens can give itjCATTLE RECEIPTS AT KANSAS
spirited
public
member. He is, a Progressive Demoto
them as liberal treatment in all drections as is consistrecognized ability, probity and disin
crat and if the governor makes as terestedness, the opposition to their md what the San Diego exposition
CITY HEAVY LAST WEEK.
ent
x .
.:T1
with sound banking.
i
i
will supply," said D. C. Collier, presim
goouj appointments eioewiitie ue
be so small as to be
pctjon
dent of the exposition that, will celemake no mistakes in that
Took Them Readily
negligible.
OFFICERS.
the opening of the Panama ca- Buyers, However,
so
Times Hustler.
before
It is time to get busy and put the brate
Fleshy Feeders Held Them
nal in 1013, to a reporter of the
R. J. PALEN, President.
J. B. RF.AD. Cashier.
reins of city government in the proper
Steady Hogs Make Gains.
refer to
last evening.
A Good Appointment.
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
L. A. HUGHES,
hands. Albuquerque Journal.
publicity." the good naturcd westernThe
by Governor Mc-- j
1".
March
Kansas City Stock Yards,
er explained smiling.
Donald last Friday of Dr. Light of this
Plenty of Timber.
Cattle receipts here last week were
John A. Fox.
AND city as a member of the state school There is no scarcity of timber from With Mr. Collier is tor
PAID ON
the south- 31,000 head, nearly IO.imhi more than
board is appreciated by the people of which to select the first two V. S commissioner at large
ern California enterprise. They ar- came in the previous week, but buySUMMER SUITINGS.
this section who know Dr. Light, and Senators from New Mexico.
A.
B.
adrived from San Diego Monday after- ers took them readily, with a net
his ability as a practical educator. Dr. Fall and Solomon Luna, who
appear
t
l
to 2.". cents on killing catLight is at present engaged in prepar- to us at this time as being the most noon and will camp on lie rail of vance of 15
was an
ing the rough draft of an educational likely selections would make a mighty the first state legislature until that tle for the week. Thursday
is fully convinced that the expo- on day for the market, sales that day
bill which will be introduced at the good team, but there are other
body
good
to the peo- ranging weak to 15 lower but the sitcoming session ot legislature ana and tried dimension timbers
which sition is of vital interest
of the new state.
uation cleared, Friday, leaving the
which if passed means a distinct ad- would serve well as a
ple
of
the
part
to have the most inter- net advance indicated.
ideas in New framework of the
"We
vance in educational
expect
Fleshy feeders
of
state.
There
ship
Mexico and will give us a public school is L. Bradford Prince, a veteran work- esting exhibit at the exposition from held steady, not because of any
system equal to the best. Silver City er for every proposition that has this state that will be housed in a rush for them from the
country
Enterprise.
ever been proposed for the im- permanent building that will be erect- buyers, but mainly on account of comacre park that has petition from packers for them. Stock
provement of the State. William .T. ed in the 14,000
Trail Blazers.
Mills who has made good as chief jus- been set aside for that purpose. Dur- cattle declined 10 to' 15 cents, and
The first state legislature meets tice and as governor, Thomas B. Cat- ing the exposition and for many years stock cows and heifers closed 25 to
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
next Monuay. Its capacity for good ron who brushed aside the shucks and afterward it will be seen by the
40 cents lower than ten days ago. Veal
tourists that come annually to the calves made i skyrocket flight the
or evil is untold, for upon its members goes after the meat in the nut with a
rest the responsibility of forming the precision seldom equaled, William H. Gateway of the Southwest.
-first of the week, tops selling at $S.75,
"It is not only for the purpose of
ground work of our future legislation. Andrews who has worked earnestly
came
down
but
after
Wednesday,
they
the people of the state in
They are to blaze the way for future and loyally for New Mexico, in gener- interesting
at the close
however, that we have best, barely reaching $S.00
legislation and by the example they al and for all her people in particular the enterprise,
of the week. The run today is 7,000
Santa
climate
of
The
come.
unique
set and the precedent they create, for the past six years and who secured
me here for a much cattle here, including l.OiiO quarantine
will be judged by future generations. statehood and about everything else Fe has attracted
is
cattle.
Chicago
needed rest."
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL AGENTS,
That they will be animated only by he went after, Charles Springer who
today, and prices there are lowThen
the
promoter
exposition
big
suchas
a
demonstrated
that he is
the highest, purest and most patriotic
stuff
no
effect
here, the
dilated on the opportunity that the er, but it had
motives in the performance of their cess at everything he has undertaken,
at strong prices. The
T. D. Burns who has been the great city of Santa Fe possessed to become selling actively
The
in
which
duties is the sentiment
a report
of northwestern New Mexi- the foremost tourist city of the sec- Western Union circulated
Enterprise joins the people of New developer
this morning that stock shipments
co and is close to her needs and peo- tion.
Mexico.
Silver City Enterprise.
east
"You have the climate here and the from every direction except
ple, YV. D. Murray the favorite son of
mm
would be greatly hampered the next
Silver City, Nathan Jaffa the pride of attraction for tourists and
A Good Board.
and all that is lacking is the few days, and this week promises to be
the Pecos valley, Nestor Montoya the
AND
Governor McDonald has exercised polished orator and forcible writer of large hotels that are (Tiled to capacity another lean one at the live stock
the very best of mature judgment. Albuquerque, H. B. Holt the unwaver- under far less favorable circumstan- markets in the West. This, of course,
The Journal thinks, when he selected ing champion of the demands of the ces elsewhere.
I am reliably inform- has injected
strength into the situahis new board of education and the lower Rio Grande,
ed that a large corporation is now tion today. But aside from outside
Charles
Spiess
Now Under the Same Managemen
governor deserves the thanks of the able parliamentarian of the Meadow-Cit- considering the proposition of putting market on all kinds of live stock seems
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
people of the state in naming school
all good timber all loyal and up a large hostelry in Santa Fe that to he on a firm foundation at this time.
men instead of politicians on this able citizens of the Sunshine State.
will bring a flood of visitors and will
Top steers sold at $8.00 today, bulk at The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
board. All portions of the state is Farmington
mean big round dollars to the citizens $11.00 to
Enterprise.
$7.10, top quarantine steers.
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
of the town.
represented and the presidents of the
sugar beet steers from the
both
two Normal schools, although
to the subject of the $(1.00,
return
"To
ska-Wyoming
Good
College.
at
line
$(i.t;5.
of
at- THOS. DORAN,
Large Sample Rooms.
Republicans are made members
It is singular that no one thought New Mexico contribution to the
700 to
stock steers may be
" suit the state board of education. Politics
Why buy a "
of the feasibility and advisability not
had at $5.25 to $5.50.
"cuts no ice" when it comes to the
for the establish
All classes of hogs made gains last
made in New York sweat shops six question of school matters the Demo to say necessity
college or
crats in this state have claimed andjment of an
week, ranging from 15 to 35 cents.
c
111
months before the latest style plates the governor is making good the dec
versiry nere in New Mexico, until
Heavy hogs continued to sell at the
Doctor McQueen Gray brought it out
Clovis Journal.
laration:
but light weights advanced on
L73
top,
a
can
when
are published,
get
you
in an article a week or so ago. With
them, selling up to within 5 cents of
one-haover
of the citizens of the
suit made to your special order and
The Congressional Campaign.
the leaders during the week. Pigs
The campaign in New Mexico this state of bpanish blood and speaking
made the largest gains, closing at a
shape in our store right here. Bring year will be one the importance of the language in their childhood, and
range of $5.00 to $5.50. A double deck
living upon the border of
underestimated.
of
Republic
pigs was sent to Indiana,
us a sample of any $35.00 or $40.00 which should not be
where all the people speak that lanat $5.35, last we"k. Run today is
I; will be the first opportunity of
to vote for a president of guage, it is a matter of wonder that
suit and we will duplicate it
8,000 head, and the market is 5 higher,
the United States, and it is not impos- the Anglo Saxon element in our citop $G.70, bulk of sales VG.45 to $0.05,
sible that New Mexico's three elector tizenship has taken so litye interest
which is the best it has done this year.
al votes may determine the election. in learning Spanish for business reaSharp advances may be expected laONLY In addition to this the voters of the sons.
FOR
ter this week.
When it is further considered
new state will be called upon to elect
Sheep and lambs followed the genThe that all the Western Hemisphere,
a representative in Congress.
eral trend of other kinds of live stock
south of the United States of North
last week, higher till Thursday, then
Ask what kind of tailors we are of congressional ring is all ready drawn
a drop, but closing the week strong.
and the candidates are "putting in America use the Spanish language;
Run is (i.OOO here oday, market strong
those who have already patronized their hats." Soon the campaign will that it is one of the easiest of tongues
to 10 higher, top lambs at $7.05, ewes
be open in dead earnest and some in to master and is one of the most dewill
be
then
sure
and
us,
you
get dividuals with lofty aspirations will lightful languages to speak, and is
at $5.10. The feeding stations around
IN
NEVER
us are lightly supplied, and limited
have big business to attend to for the possessed of as rich a literature as
something nobby for your money.
modern
runs are expected tnis week. Sugar
YOUR
tongue can boast, it is
months. Columbus any
following four
cause for further wonder that not
beet ewes from Western Nebraska
Courier.
THERE SUCH A VAmore of our scholars and men of leisold at $1.90 and $3.10 here today.
sure
should
have
mastered its vocaThe Legislature.
Wethers are worth up to $5.30, yearlOne of the most important meas bulary and delved into its rich treaings, $0.00,
D. C. COLLIER.
AND
ures New Mexico's first state legisla- sures. Doctor
RANGE
Gray's
suggestion
ture will be asked to take up will he bjjuuiu meet wnn a most nearty ap
How Cold Causes Kidney Disease.
OF PRICES.
the making of a direct primary elec proval from every one interested in
Partly by driving blood from the
tion law, which is no doubt demanded the material and educational welfare tractions of the exposition, I am sure surface and congesting the kidneys,
and anthro- and partly by throwing too much work
by a large per cent of the people of of this state. Our Spanish speaking that your archaeological
the state.
citizenship has evinced far more in- pological resources are greater by far upon them.
Pills
Foley Kidney
Our present election laws need re terest in the acquisition of a know- than any state of the union. We strengthen the kidneys, give tone
com to the
pairing in many respects, in fact, new ledge of English, but when the in would like to have a Pueblo
urinary organs ana restore the
laws governing elections is necessary terest in the two languages are reci munity house of which you have so normal action of the madder. They
relas well as the annulment of a great procal more progress will be made many in this section and also the
are tonic in action, quick in results.
part of the law now in force. A new in each and the whole citizenship ies of the race that once existed here Try them. For sale by all druggists.
ballot system is very much needed will be improved. Roswell .Morning but which has passed away leaving
only the dumb record of their lives Woman Arrested on Opium Cooking
and penalty clauses for violators of wews.
scrawled on the canon walls. Such
laws respecting elections, that would
Charge.
an exhibit appeals not only to the
A Corrupt Practices Act.
be more severe. Regarding election
Dorothy Blondell was arrested at
to the dis- El Paso on a
but
curious
of
the
fancy
It
is
with
iaws the legislature will find that it
charge of cooking opium
pleasure that the News
learns that Senator pankey of Santa criminating sense of the scientist.
for smoking purposes
and havin?
has much to do.
of
the
director
"Dr.
Hewett,
Edgar
smoking opium in her possession by it
The new county matters, irrigation, Fe county, has prepared and will in
will
of
School
American
Archaeology,
property rights, corporation measures, troduce a corrupt practices bill in tha have charge of the department which officers of the treasury and customs
officers. The woman is the wife of
From what the News
salary of county officials and a myriad legislature.
relates to races and their arts. He Thomas Blondell, who was convicted
of other things must be threshed out knows about Mr. Pankey it is fully satisfied that the bill will be in all ways has already arranged to supply us of having smoking opium in his pos
by New Mexico's first state legislafinds session and was
meritorious, with no jokers in it any- with many of the archaeological
sentenced to two
ture.
where. Next to a new registration resulting from his careful work in the years in the penitentiary at the last
The body will have plenty to do,
southand
America
of
fields
Central
term of the federal
and election
law there Is
court at Fort
and in its doing, all through
western United States. He will be in Worth.
the more urgently needed in thisnothing
state
session, will be watched closer and than a law
the city next Sunday from Quirigua
curtailing the amount of
in the
i
with more interest by the people of
money that can be legitimately ex- where he has been the director
so
New Mexico than has been any prework of excavating an ancient temple
you
pended in securing an office. A corvious
legislature. Colfax County rupt practices act should not only lim- city.
Stockman.
it the amount that an individual candi"Anthropology is but one phase of Our Reputation and Money Are Back
date may spend but it should put a the many interesting exhibits which
of This Offer.
IAD1ES, do not forget that
Business Government for City.
limit on the legitimate expenditures vitally interests the people of the
We pay for all the medicine used
The vast unused agricul- during the trial, if our
southwest.
ine supervision and direction of of campaign committees.
PAT. LEATHER, GUN
remedy fails to
we willpave our COMPLETE STOCK the
affairs of this city belongs in the
It not infrequently happens that a tural lands of the section will some completely relieve you of constipation.
particular candidate is put forward day be made to blossom through the We take all the risk. You are not
OFFSPRING AND SUMMER MATER hands of the business men
It is the business men who have and elected by those who hone and ex application of the scientific principals obligated to us in any way whatever,
VELVET, VELOOZE,
Come in and in. made Albuquerque what it is by theirlpect to use him for their own selfish of dry farming and intelligent irriga- if you accept our offer. Could anyIALS on display.
WHITE AND BLACK
enterprise and their public spirit; the purposes. Cases of this kind have tion. Since the exposition is to be thing be more fair for you? Is there
sped them. Here you get something men who have borne the burden and been known, and it is reasonably cer-th- e representative of the Southwest this any reason why you should hesitate
NEW BUCK.
BUCK
heat of the day in pushing Albu- - tain that they will occur again, where subject will receive special attention co put our claims to a practical test?
different from the ordinary.
to
be
will
and
demonstrations
given
at
interests
all
common-sensA most
querque's
Ask for our more than reastages of the official tool had the office purscientific,
the game. It is not the politicians who chased for him at no cost to himself those who care to go into the subject treatment is Rexall Orderlies, whicli
sonable
'
prices, and then anhave made this city what it is today; except the forfeiture of what little fully.
are eaten like candy. They are very
swer the question if our
it has grown in spite of them. But self respect he may have had.
"I am going to expect the support pronounced, gentle and pleasant in
that it has been considerably retard- - It has been charged, and only half of the legislature of New Mexico in action, and particularly agreeable in
store is not the best place to
heartedly denied, that in 1901, George this project because the bulk of the every way. They do not cause diarrdo your buying?
collected and expended people that will attend either the San hoea, nausea, flatulence, griping, or
B Cortelyou
the greater part of eleven million dol- Diego or the San Francisco exposition other inconvenience.
Rexall Orderis urareBum ana tnoaia Know
lars, to secure the election of one or both will pass through this state. lies are particularly good for children, 19
about the wonderful 0
Theodore Roosevelt to office of Presi- Many will remain permanently when aged and delicate persons.
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versy and shameful political dickering
under the rule of division and silence.
with but little thought of the children;
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
tnat the school houses were tumbleSANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
down adobe structures without sanitain
Oldest Daily
the Southwest and Only Daily at State Capital.
tion, modern comforts or equipment;
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
tnat even the Pueblo Indians had mucn
Makes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial Naws. Goes to Every better schools.
Post Office of State. $2.00 a Year.
Be that as it may, the time is here
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
for giving New Mexico the best that
Larger Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper in United States. $2.50 is to be had, and that not only in the
a Year.
cities but in the remotest rural disPAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES
tricts, children must be given adequate
Editor and President.
Vice President.
facilities for fitting themselves for the
JOHN K. STAUFFER
battle of life and their civic duties.
, CHAS. M. STAUFFER
' '
Secretary-TreasureNew Mexico will have the most splenGeneral Manager.
didly endowed schools of any state and
Entered as Second Class Matte r at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
can no longer plead poverty. But it
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
six
$3.50 uusi aoopt a new system of school
Daily,
months, by mail
government.
Under th
.Yrimnt;r.n
Dally, per week by carrier..... .25 Weekly, six ironths
1.00 law
which covers so many sins of
,
Daily, per month, by carrier... .. .75
2.00 omission and
65 weekly, per year
commission, so as to
Daily, per month, by mail
50 maKe it iniquitous, instead nf hem.fi.
Weekly,
per
quarter
7.00
mail
Daily, per year, by
cial in its application,
s
of
iue scnooi districts have an inadeOFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
quate income. The remedy lies in
The new Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is sent to making the county the unit, and not
every postoffice in the Territory, and has a large anc. growing circulation the school district. That will enable
each county to have a graded school
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest
system, a primary school with modern equipment in every
settlement, a
secondary school in everv convenient
section to be attended by children of
adjoining and nearby settlements, and
commodities
advanced far grammar and high schools centrally
having
THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE.
aver- - located to which children at an inThe President In a special message above all previous records. The
to Congress today shows that the high age retail prices prevailing in 51 of convenient distance should be transAdd to this
cost of living is a phenomenon of in-- j the principal cities of Germany were ported free of charge.
free text books, a ten months school
instrial develnnmer.t that is not a new'siven.
that! In Hollanu the consul at Amster- - term, and within a few years, New
a wni mpTiifPRtatinn.
thic
re- Mexico will have made
such strides
it i a world wide condition that an dam quoted an official agricultural
international commission should in- - port covering such articles as beef, forward in every direction, materially,
butter, ham, and wheat, morally, intellectually and in civic
vestigate, although it is to be doubted! Pork, eggs,
m ideals that future generations
suuweu uiai me mueuse
will
that any amount of investigation
55 per call the present law
making body
of legislation can reduce the relative Vices had ranged from 16 to
1S98.
for
blessed,
in
12
the reform it wrought in
the
years following
The! cent
price of a single commodity.
the public schools of the commonlaws of political economy as they bal-- Reports from consular officers in
countries showed similar advances, wealth.
other and as time works
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r.

three-fourth-
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oth-anc- e

1

each
jer
them out, are as exact as any mathe- If it costs a; HAD HIS EARS TO THE GROUND,
matical proposition.
There is no doubt that Holm O.
nickel to manufacture a certain ar-- j
no amount of philosophizing or sum and a large number of other
legislation will place that article in publicans have had their ears to the
the hands of the consumer for less ground since the election. When Will-thaa nickel, unless some one else iam H. Andrews advocated a senator-make- s
up the difference in the cost of ial primary, he knew the trend of
production and the selling price be--;' the public mind. The advocacy of a
direct primary for the nohiination of
lew that cost.
state as well as local officers, is grow-tha- t
says
The President in his message
the popular demand for informa- - ing into an insistent demand that no
or
tion of this character apparently was amount of argument will suffocate
based on the belief that some remedy even quiet temporarily. The nearer
to the
might be found for the high cost of itat the Republican party gets
The immediate result of the Ppple and the more opportunity it
living
to act directly instead of
inquiries instituted by the Department ives themon
men, measures and
of State through the consular officers indirectly
to accentuate the fact that the in-- , didates, the more it will command
crease in the prices of the common votes and confidence on election day.
The real political issues of the day
and
necessities of life is world-wide- ,
e
that it is an absorbing question with center around the ability of the peo-thassociations. Intelli- - P'e to govern themselves, and they
are accordingly eitner a nystencai
gence presented by the
societies shows that even where there mou or th Voice of God, as your fears
has been an advance in wages the.or yur hopes may dictate,
percentage has not kept pace with the) As usual, the truth lies between the
rise in the cost of food supplies. The!two extremes. All concourses of men
President says that the information share the weaknesses and the virtues
collected by the Department of Statf of tne individual, with one essential
It has been
is a permanent contribution to the his-- ! and saving difference.
tory of the efforts of producers and since tne days of Solomon that in
consumers to solve for themselves the counsel is wisdom. So it comes to
tnat tne judgment of the many
economic problems of production,
If the!nas a fashion of clarifying itself by
tribution, and consumption.
discussion and by many inter-beeassociations which have!mucn
'
It is always
in existence for half a century changes of thought.
have not been able to determine the ueeatui tnat facts be duly presented
fundamental causes of the increased and tnat time e given for reflection,
Given these, there need not be much
cost of living or to retard the ad-vance, the student of social progress fear as t0 results. This is not merely
may at least derive instruction from Political optimism, but the experience
the account of the associations and:of 0Vr a hundred years. Otherwise
of,there would not still be a republic
their influence on the
the light, for we
j struggling towards
their members.
The President also calls attention coul11 ,ot have survived our various
nf
tn hi. m
vhrnrv9 in trials, but would have gone the way of
which he recommended an interna-- those traic comic l)era governments
fn lnnfc tntn thp t0 tDe S0Uth Of US. BejOnd all this IS
any dlscuss'n of the
cause for the high prices of the ne- e,.act t at
e masses to really rn the
cessities of life and the possible rem- - ablllty
edies. Should such a commission be government is largely an academic
?ne s far a future events Sem t0
authorized by Congress, he says, the 111
societies
relation of the
nly the tndpatterB tail to realize
to this subject would be of great in-many of our old forms of repre- j
terest
sentative government have largely
Acting Secretary Wilson In the
to met the stregs of modern
ter to the President describing the conditions, and that many changes are
activities of the Department of State inevitable, whether we will or no.
in carrying out the President's in-Equally sure is it that the voters, as
structions says that while the consul- - a wno!e wiU take more and more a
ar officers were engaged in their in- - part in government as time goes on.
was It is not. destruction that awaits us,
vestigations their attention
drawn to the facts given by the
ag the ciaring away 0f antiquat-operativsocieties concerning the ad-fornl8 may be S0.Called, but rather
vance in the prices of the most nec-- l reconstruction along the lines of
articles of food. The reports ern progressive thought,
on this phase of the subject were uni-- j
It geems obvi0us enough that the
form in showing that the members ofwhole
safety and perpetuity of our
the
associations were government rests finally upon the
the universal increase in the ityj intelligence and the patriotism of
cost of staple commodities. The con- - the great mass of our people,
rather
at London forwarded a than upon the wisdom of those would-tablprepared by the
be leaders of
who vainly
wholesale societies which exhibited imagine that they thought
are the best inter-me increased cost ot certain articles prefers of the needs of
popular gov- in me united Kingdom since 1S9S. ernment.
rom a summary of rates of wages it
was developed that the per cent of
THE COUNTY UNIT SYSTEM.
increase in certain trades from 1896
of the children of New
to 1910 was 11.1 and in food prices Mexico do not have even ademiate
19.5. The wages of railway employes nr!mrv sehnnl fneiiitioo
tho
TWni
during this period had increased only oft repeated claim that the public
7.3 per cent. The consul at South-- ' schools of
this commonwealth are the
ampton reported that during the past! equal of any of those In other states,
five years there had been an advance it is now well understood that this is
of 20 per cent in the purchase price not the case. Even in the
cities, a
o? fresh beef, mutton, bacon. hcimS.lfnll tart m nnrVio' o'hnnl
srm la ctill
butter, eggs, fruits, tea, dried fruits the exceDtion rather than thp rni
sugar, coffee, fuel, tin goods, women's and manual training and domestic
cotton science are merely beginning to be
apparel, footwear,
clothing,
goods, bedding, furniture, and under- - introduced in a small way, and
A series of figures relating to tics eliminated from school
boards. It
general groceries compiled by the Cow up to the legislative assembly to
operative Wholesale Society of Man-- j remedy this unfortunate state of
gave an instructive example ajrs which handicaps the new state
of what the rise in the cost of provis- by handicapping its children in the
ns meant to an ordinary family. 'competitive
race for material success.
Taking the table as a whole it appear-- u is said of New England that no
ed that as compared with 1898 the in-- , matter how
poor the village, how
creased cost of living in 1910 was 13.36 crude its
the church
surroundings,
cent.
per
and th school h0UBe were the first
The consul at Havre, France, re- - structures to be erected and to be
ported food prices in November, 1900, maintained even though the citizens
and In November, 1911. All these, exempted themselves from every other
with the exception of sugar, showed tax. But in the Southwest this has
heavy increases. The consul at Lyons not been the rule. In fact, out of a
transmitted a table prepared by the thousand school districts, almost a
"Workingman's Exchange giving the hundred had no school last year; five
average prices of various food com- - hundred held less than the minimum
modities in 1900 and in 1911. Fish of five months prescribed by the
s
the only food commodity that had stitution, and what kind of schod'l at
not soared in price.
that! It has been said and with some
With reference to Germany, the con- - colr of truth, that the small
at Berlin reported that sites 01 tn rural school house, the
living conditions were seriously af- - frnishing of fuel, the Janitorshlps
fected by the continued rise in the and even tne teachers, have been the
price of- many of the subtects of violent political contn
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aid has passed through many vicissitudes under different names the past
decade, but has kept right on improving and growing and under the new
ownership is bound to grow into one
oi the most influential and powerful
journals of the Southwest.
HIS MASTER'S VOICE.
The charge that $5,000 is the sum
being spent daily in farthering the
in
popularity of Colonel Roosevelt
doubtful territory is 'omewhat depressing to those who have been led
to believe that the colonel became a
candidate against his own inclination,
because the country was clamoring
to be saved by him.
,.
It has not been supposed that the
colonel recognized the existence of
any doubtful territory. Indeed, it may
be his more astute friends, and not
he, who realize the existence ot vast
territories which are doubtful.
The practice of spending much
money for the privilege of obtaining a
gift from the people is, unfortunately,
not a new one. But Colonel Roosevelt
has made altogether too much of his
high ideals and his unselfish purposes
to pursue the traditional courses without reproach.
Impartial people must hold to the
view that when vast sums of money
are used as a lever in politics, the
"square deal" to the public as a. whole
has been ignored.
However, it is plain that Colonel
Roosevelt's ' championship
of
the
square deal was not meant to refer to
consecutive square deals.

by the legislature for holding such
election at a separate time from the
election for other city officers.
"2. In incorporated municipalities
where members of boards of directors
have been heretofore elected under
Section 1532, C. L. 1897, as amended,
election shall be held as heretofore un.
der said section; that is, election for
a director, or for directors shall be
held by the Board of Directors and
the ballots and polling places used
must be different from those used in
the election of municipal officers. I
do not consider it a violation of the
constitutional requirement if school
elections are held on the same day
as other elections in municipalities
where rural school organization prevails.

"In accordance with these provisions, I believe, that in the district
in which the incorporated city of
is included, an election for
one school director or for more, in
the event that vacancies are to be filled, may be held on the same day as
the election for city officers in the city
of Tucumcari, but the election for
school officers or for the issuance of
bonds or determining special levies
for school purposes must be held under the present Board of Directors
and shall have nothing to do with the
election of municipal officers in the
city of Tucumcari or with any other
questions excepting those relating to
'

schools.

Very truly yours,
ALVAN N. WHITE,
State Superintendent of Public In-

struction.

With a
as speaker of the House, another Spanish- CONTROL IN TOPEKA.
American as president pro-teof the TAFT FORCES IN
Senate, both of them being men of
ability and experience, with most of Governor Stubbs of Roosevelt Wing
A CORRUPT PRACTICES
tne legislative employes
ACT.
Fails to Get Presidential
the Republican party can
The other day, the New Mexican
Primaries.
referred to an editorial in the Demo- certainly not be accused of not giving (By Snecial Leased Wire to New Mexican)
cratic Roswell Morning News from the people a square deal.
Topeka, Kans., March 14. The Taft
forces seem to be in control of the
which nothing else could be inferred
Republican state convention which
except that gross registration and COMMISSIONERS ARE
APPOINTED. will hold a session here late this afelection frauds are habitually
and
ternoon to decide whether presidential
generally committed in eastern New
(Continued from Page One)
Mexico. Today, the New Mexican
preference primary shall be held to
select delegates to the national conquotes from the testimony of a ReThe Roosevelt wing led by
publican district attorney in a Repub- followed by the immigration authori- vention.
lican county as published in the Re ties who had been watching the move- Governor Stubbs is supporting the
The poll of those present,
publican Las Vegas Optic, to show ments of Theodorson for some time. primary.
United States Commissioners.
the Taft manager says, shows a safe
that the conditions demanding a seThe following appointments of the majority against the primary plan.
vere corrupt practices act are general.
Says District Attorney Charles W. G. United States commissioners have Should the Taft men win a state
made by Federal Judge William, vention will be called.
Ward in the Optic and the New Mex
ican is pleased to note that one who H. Pope:
Guthrie, Okla., March 14. Thirteen
Taft delegations, numbering 86 dele
knows, is not afraid to speak out in
Sam Bushman, Gallup.
gates, were seated when the state Republic:
Melvin T. Dunlavy, Santa Fe.
"But there was a raft of charges
publican convention met here today.
Silvestre Mirabal, San Rafael.
eighty-siin
number bv actual William M. Berger, Belen.
Backache Almost Unbearable
count, though the grand jury was disClement Hightower, Capitan.
Is an almost certain result of kidney
missed before any Republican
eviB. F. Adams, Corona.
dence was presented simply
trouble. D. Toomey, 803 E. Olive St.,
assaults, Jesse F. Mitchell, Columbus.
assaults with words, batteries, duress
Roman Atenqio, Embudo, Post Of- Bloomington, 111., says: "I suffered
and false arrests, and a few more
with backache and pains in my kidfice Dixon.
serious allegations, perhaps founded
neys which were almost unbearable. I
Ainar-illa- .
Robert
H.
Tierra
Morrison,
on merit, which might
gave Foley Kidney Pills a good trial,
properly have
gone Detore a grand jury, all based on
and they done wonders for me. Today
Emmett Wirt, Dulce.
election day disturbances. On the
I can do a hard day's work and not
T.
W.
Kenna.
Cowgill,
day of election, and the day before
effects." For sale by all drugfel the
D.
J.
Scott.
Cooley,
"
election, those who were responsible
v
gists.
G.
C.
Morgan, Lake Arthur.
for the Democratic charges and men
Claude L. Singleton, Plainviews.
of both parties had spent their
party
Henry P. Lively, Elkins.
campaign funds in employing work
Wesley T. Williams,
Blackdom,
er, getting them from the opposite Post
Office Dexter.
ranks if possible, if not bolstering up
New York.
James T. Burton, Dunlap.
brethren; and also before
New York, March 14. Call monev
William J. Curren, Clovis.
election for many days leaders of
21-4Silprime paper 441-2- ;
J. C. Trickey, Grady.
both parties had been
581-2- ;
sending out
ver
.Mexican
dollars
Cop47;
W. E. Partlow, Hollene.
with all their campaigners substanper 14.201'4.25; Tin 42.37
42.45;
T. B. S. Denby, Melrose.
tial supplies of whisky to be used
Lead 44.10; Amalgamated 721-2- ;
Jesse D. McBride, Dayton.
throughout the preliminaries and durAtchison 1061-8- ; Great
Sugar 122
Clarence M. Botts, Hope.
ing the election day struggle itself.
1331-8- ;
Northern
New York Central
C. F. Erb, Artesia.
"What wonder there are disturban1121-2- ;
Northern Pacific 120; Reading
ces, assaults, intimidations and violaGuy A. Reed, Carlsbad.
137; Southern Pacific 110; Union Pations of the election laws on the culWesley McCallister, Lovington.
cific 168
Steel 66
Steel pfd.
minating day? Nothing else can be William G. McArthur, Monument.
110
expected.
Jose G. Romero, Hilario.
all our laws
Assuredly
St. Louis.
should be enforced and all infractions
Joseph M. Manes, Causey.
St. Louis, Mo., March 14. Lead
of our laws punished if
F. S. North, Nobe.
possible, else
firm, 4.00; spelter, higher, 7.
disrespect is bred for nil bw. u
kohri-P. Geyer, Tolar.
St. Louis.
we shall never
accomplish much as
Washington E. Lindsey, Portales.
St. Louis, Mo., March 14. Wool-ste- ady.
long as we seek from unworthy moF M. Smith, Mount Ver.io.i
Territory and western metives merely to remove minor effects
Maur.ce B. Fuller, Moun: i. r.h
diums, 1618; fine mediums, 1517,
while the evil cause is nerniitu
Hi'r-.-j. Fincke, Moriarty.
.
fine, 1015.
flourish.
h. h. Moulton, Lucia.
Grain and Provisions.
"I appeal to the good citizenship of
DeWolf, Cedarvale.
Chicago, 111., March 14. Wheat-M- ay,
New Mexico to urge our
'
legislators
Frank Staplin,' Farmington.
103
July 99
to enact an effective corrunt nran.
Mrs. Lucile E.
Corn
71
Des
Atwa:er,
May,
July 71
tices act that will, make it a crime to
Moines.
Oats May, 53
July, 50.
employ any intoxicating liquor in
Will J. Woods, Amistad.
Pork -- May, 16.05.
connection with any election both
V. Doherty, Folsora.
Frank
Lard May, 9.42
won
oo
during the camuaien as
Nestor T. Baca, Gallegos.
Ribs May, 8.958.97
election day, and which will absolute
Harry C. Thompson, Harrington.
Chicago.
ly promtm the employment of workFilomeno Miera, Magdalena.
March
ers for any candidate or
14. Cattle ReChicago,
Lee Baldwin, Reserve.
is just as bare faced bribery in
Market steady. Beeves
ceipts 6,500.
giv
C. H. Kirkpatrick, Mogollon.
$58.80; Texas steers $4.706; westing a man ten dollars a day for his
E. H. Sweet, Socorro.
ern steers $5.107; stockers f and
political services as in buvine
his
E. E. Winter, Tucumcari.
feeders $4 6.10; cows and heifers
vote or support in any other way. The
fountain of all, the evils that have
Murray W. Shaw, Hassell.
$2.306.65; calves $5.75(8.25. .'
L. F. WilliamB, Murdock.
Hogs
Market
marred our elections have been the
Receipts 29,000.
10 to 15c lower. Light $6.60 6.87
C. C. Hixon, Endee.
two causes mentioned.
Our
mixed $6.606.90; heavy $6.606.92-1-2- ;
law does not cover either."
Charles C. Reed, San Jon.
rough $6.60 6.70; pigs $4.90
John R. Thomas, Cuervo.
',.
6.35; bulk of sales $6.756.90.
THE ALBUQUERQUE HERALD.
J. Matt Alvey, Questa.
Sheep
Market
Receipts 17,000.
The making of a daily newspaper
Herbert S. Murdock, Springer.
steady to shade lower. Native $3.70
is a highly specialized business that
Robert C. Alford, Raton.
7.60; western $4.255.25; yearlings
W. H. Newcomb, Silver City.
requires the most expert technical
lambs, native $5.257.40;
$56.25;
skill and
Asa
O.
resourcefulness.
Garland, Rodeo.
Even
western $5.757.50.
,'Y;
Alfred B. Ward, Animas.
though a daily has only a thousand
Kansas City.
Jesse B. Hill,,.Hachita.
copies circulation, It can not be
Kansas City, March 14. Cattle-Rece- ipts
Don H. Kedzie, Lordsburg.
printed for less than $20,000 to $30,000
4,000 Including 400 southerns.
a year, if it is to be deserving of the
Lloyd P. Upton, Solano.
Market strong. Native steers $6
name of a daily paper at all. The
J. R. Aguilar,- Wagon Mound.
8 40;
southern steers $5.607.35;
more newspapers therefore, that fall
S. M. Parker, Alamogordo.
southern cows and heifers $3.255.75;
into hands of trained journalistr, men
Robert L. M. Ross, Las Vegas.
native cows and heifers $37; stack
wno Know how to get out a newsnsiw
School Elections.
ers and feeders $4.256.25; bulls $4
the better service will be given. In
The following letter was written to
calves $4.508.25;
western
5.50;
New Mexico, of late years, there is a a county superintendent's supplement steers $5.757.50; western cows $3.50
'
'
noticeable tendency to the return of and makes clear previous Instructions
5.75.
individual journalism, in which the sent out on the subject of school
10,000.
Market,
Hogs Receipts,
name and personality of the publisher elections in incorporated municipali- 10c lower. Bulk of sales, $6.50
and editor count for as much as the ties:
6.75; heavy, $6.706.80; packers and
name of the newspaper.
This same
neiernng to a conversation held buchers, $6.606.80; lights. $6.40
tendency is also manifest in the lar- over the telephone-thi- s
morning. I C.65; pigs, $5.005.60.
ger cities of the country and instead have consulted further with the AtMarket
5,000.
Sheep Receipts,
'
of publishing companies or
Muttons, $3.755.50;
great in- torney General and have carefully 10c higher.
terests controlling newspapers
as studied all the various kinds of school lambs, $5.757.25; fed wethers - and
mere organs, L.e daily publications organization existing in Incorporated yearlings, $4.506.00; fed ewes, $3.00
are beginning to reassert themselves municipalities and I have reached the
.
5.15.
and from being a mere echo of some conclusion that the following opinion
Cotton.
New York, March 14. Cotton spot
wealthy boss, are becoming the per- will clarify the situation and bring
sonal expressions of men who are about a most satisfactory solution of closed quiet, 5 points higher. Middling
trained journalists. It is fortunate, the question ' concerning election uplands 10.75; middling gtilf 11. Sales
;
for instance, that this week the Albu- which has been raised by the constitu- 3.800 bales.
querque Herald passed from the con- tional requirements that all school
trol of a group of well known politi- elections shall be held at different
cal leaders, Into the hands of two
BRAND. .
able, times from other elections:
Ladieat Atk jMrDrMufeifcf t
"1. In incorporated
talented, independent newspaper men',
municipalities
In
and
Pill.
Rra
Ul maUlc
who have already made their Impress where members of boards of education
boies, takd with Blue Ribbon.
Taka aa a4ar. Bar of nun
on New Mexico journalism, H. B. Hen-in- have beeit heretofore elected accordDraaatat. A.kfor
3'
DIAMOND I1RAND PILL, foe S
and james S. Black, formerly with ing to Section 1567, C. L. 1897, elecyemlcnowa as Best, Sftlert. Always KdUul.
the Albuquerque Journal. The Her- tions for, jiuch. boards as provided for
SOLDBrDRUGOISTSrcRraOE
Spanish-America-

Spanish-American-

s,

con-bee- n
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Commencement
The
Programs
DOUGLAS MAYOR'S JOB. New Mexican Printing Company have
received the new samples of embossed
and
Nominations
for
engraved commencement program
Two
Petitions
Only
covers. The line is beautifully gotten
to Offices on City Ticket
up with the latest patterns and deFiled.
signs. Samples will be mailed upon
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) request to any one interested. Make
Douglas, Ariz., March 14. No one your selections early.
seems to want the office of mayor of
Douglas and other city offices are
equally unpopular. Though the time
limit for filing petitions for nomina
tions to eleven city offices, has but two
,
days more to run, but two petitions
i
have been jfed,, neither of these for
mayor. An effort to get a nonpartisan
ticket in the field failed.
NO ONE WISHES

WEBSTER'S
NEW

!?'.: INTERNATIONAL

HARNED"
,

-

-

DICTIONARY

'
WILL BE
STATE'S WITNESS.

THE" "MERRIAM WEBSTER
Th Oaly Xew unabridged dic-

The Indictment Against the Attorney
in the Sugar Trust Trial is
Quashed.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
New York, March 14. Judge Hand
in the V. S. district court today quashed the indictment against Thomajfr B.
Harned, the Philadelphia lawyer on
trial with other American Sugar Refining Company officials charged with
t
violation of the Sherman
law. The government had the indictment quashed so that Mr. Harned
could be called as a witness.
anti-trus-

'
tionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
I of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowl
edge. An xincyciopecua in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
400,000 "Words. 2700 Pages.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about this most
remarkable single volume.

Write for sample
pages, full par
ticulars, etc.
Name this
paper and

TWO COLORADO WHITE
SLAVERS ARE ARRESTED.

we will

send free

Pueblo, Colo., March 14. (Special)
After securing information of an incriminating nature, the police have
arrested G. Coloubus, who will be
charged with being a white slave operator tomorrow. His girl wife was also arrested and is held as a witness.
The arrest here followed that of
Thomas Theodorsen in Denver, also
charged With having been engaged
hi white slave traffic. It is said that
Theodorson implicated the Pueblo
man and the federal district attorney
at Denver will file formal charges
against Coloubus, who married- an
American girl and is said to have
forced her to earn a living for him.

a let

Maps

i

jury

I

EGOS FOR HATCHING.

$1.50

,

.

CftCBoriamCo.
Springfield, Mu.H

msKr

S. C. Buff Orpingtons

-

RESLUTSOFTWO

of

Pocket

RACES AT JUAREZ.

13 Eggs

Weather clear, track fast. First
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
race, six furlongs. Lieut. Sawyer, 112
(Moles worth), even first; Lavender
315 Palace Ave.
Lass, 110 (Gross), 7 to 1, second; Ruth Phone Red 204.
Esther, 110 (Small) 4 to 1, third.
Mabel King, -- Royal
Time, 1:16
Nettie II, Ailsa aPige and F. L. Proctor ran.
Second race, one mile: Thistle
Makes Men's Fine
Rose, 85 (Hill) 7 to 2, won Chaples
Green, 110, (Taplin), 4 td 1, second;
Dottie B., 104 (Kederis), 4 to 1, third.
A
First Fashion, Strite,
Vto.D.6rtffit'aSioeCo!
Time, 1:41
' i
MANUFACTURERS
and Sam Barber also ran.
.jT SHOt

GRIFFITH9
Dress Shoes J?

;.

rVptnvtR

JURY
DUTY IS OVER.

ROOSEVELT'S

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Mineola, N. Y., March 14 Theodore
Roosevelt's Jury duty is over. Supreme
Putman told 'him today
Counsel had
e would be excused.
considered in the court that Mr. Roosevelt's presence in the box might distract his fellow jurors' minds from 3ur $4 Shoe Equals
Any
any case and that for that reason they 3ther $5 Shoe Made
would challenge him.
Ssure Griffith's
Court-Justic-

-

CVIRY PAIR

HAS

THIS

WE WARRANT THEM

Welfare" movement
of FINE and HEAVY MEN'S SHOES from
has challenged the attention
thoughtful people everywhere. Mothers are natural supporters, and will
find in Foley's Honey and Tar Compound a most valuable aid. Coughs
and colds that unchecked lead to Boys' Shoes from $1.50 up.
croup, bronchitis and pneumonia yield
Call and see my line before
quickly to the healing and soothing
qualities of Foley's Honey and Tar
making your purchase.
For sale by all druggists.
Compound.
The "Child's

$2.50 up.

New Mexican Want
bring results. Try it.

Ads

B, TONNIES.

always

204 West Palace Avenue.

I'.-.ii- s

:

-

.

CHICHESTER S PILLS

g

Coronado Restaurant
Short Orders run Day

&

Night.

Furnished rooms in connection.

::

222 San Francisco Street

Regular Meals 25c.

Hot & Cold Baths.
s

v:-:-

,

G.

Electric Lights

LIFE

Prop

HERRERA,

Why Wait?

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

TAUPERT,
Dispensing Optician,
E. LAS VEGAS,

NEW MEXICO.

Accurate Work' - Quick Returns!

;

of Insurance !
Acme
The
" written
In the famous "SELF
RELIANCE

SUSTAINING POLICY
exclusively by the
LIFE INSURANCE CD VlPA 4Y

ex

of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,

IT
the ACME of Life Insurance Underwriting has been reached.
Let us explain It to
IS THE MOST LIBERAL POLICY WRITTEN.
youl "A RELIANCE policy indeed is truly a reliance In time of need."
THE

OCEAN f ACCIDENT kAND

GUARANTEE

CORPORATION,

England, writes all kinds of Accident, Health,
Automobile and Liability Insurance. For Fidelity and Surety
Bonds, the EQUITABLE SURETY COMPANY, of St. Louis, is
without a peer.

of London,

HA! I

HALL

L HAI

P

HALL,

A6ENTS, 21 CAPITAL BANK BUILDING,

santa fe, new medico;

PACE FIVE

administered the continuation rites

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

CAPITAL $50,000 00

'1. 'B.'lAUGHLIN, President ',

,y

w.

E.' GRIFFIN

KENTlOfl

)

Roswell Morning News.
L. Fox of Albuque

and Mrs. M.
que, were guests
Mr.

of

MRS. LINDHART

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Cashier

j

Established

1851

1903.

Incorporated

PRINQ house cleaning will soon
be here, and now is the time to

S'

plan the changes' that you want to
make. We have made a special
s,
effort to secure a hobby line of

k

por-tier-

.

,:

couch covers in all designs,
carpets and rugs, oil cloth and lin- oleum. Come in and look over this
line. It may be a suggestion for
you. We have just unpacked a full
line of

;

Very Fine Table Linen, Napkins, Etc.
nriMPAUY

SEUGMAN

UVIIIII

1111 I

P. O. Box, 219.

Phone 36

n

INSURANCE,

SURETY BONDS,

pre-wit-

REAL ESTATE, RENTING.
f
'!

11

i!
i!

Manicuring,

The Insurance and Surety Companies we represent
are the strongest in the world, and our list of Real Estate is too large to enumerate.
Let us explain one of our attractive Life, Health or Accident Policies or show you our list of Real Estate Bargains.
ESTABLISHED

OVER 30 YEARS.

O.C. WATSON & GO.
INSURANCE, SURETY
V

BONDS,

Phone, Red 189.

REAL

HI

ANNOUNCEMENT

Where Prices are
for Safe Quality.

con-

for LADIES' AND MISSES' DRESSES, SUITS AND
COATS. The cost of a garment built to your measure
of Fabrics and Style selected by you isn't any mere
in comparison than the cost of garments ready made.
You can save 25 per cent, by having your suit made to
order through OUR SUIT DEPARTMENT
:: :: :: ::

"CHASE &
SANBORN'S

JULIUS H. GERDES.

rv

!

s

H. C. YONTZ,

Reliable

4

E

8

DecoSaa Fraociso

choicest coffees, and its exquisite flavor never varies.

"A

j

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Day or Night Phone,

66-6-

Next Door to Postoffice,

1

JO Red.

JOHNSON BECOMES EDITOR
OF ALBUQUERQUE HERALD.
E. Dana Johnson, formerly with the
Albuquerque
Morning Journal, has
been selected for the editorship of
the Albuquerque Herald by H. B. Hen-Inand James S. Black, who this week
acquired the Herald. Johnson Is not
only a polished, but also a forceful
writer, and possesses that saving
quality of humor and wit that drives
a truth home without at the same
time inflicting too deep a wound.

g

5. KAUNE

a

GO.

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.

j

j

--

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS
3

"

That's good Indian for the man who discovers, after it is too
late, that his clothes are part cotton. Poor fellow ! He knows
the rain will spot the fabric a wetting will put the shape all
out. Don't get stuck that way. Buy ROYAL TAILORED
g
CLOTHES. They will not shrink on your back.
Form-fittin-

EVERY THREAD GUARANTEED TO
and shape-retainin- g.
BE WOOL OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED.
Prices as cheap

as you are paying for half cotton.
A

Suit for $18.00 you have been paying $22.50 for

A

Suit for $25.00 any man might be proud of

A

Suit for $30.00 will make the ladies take notice

A Suit

for $35.00 you would pay $75.00 for on Fifth Av.

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO
FOX HONEST PRICES

MASTER TAILORS.

THJE

GENTLEMEN:

Spring

5id

Strictly New Line
and

MEN'S YOUTHS'

of

w

BOYS'

Summer Clothing :

styles are SWELL and MATERIALS that you can select
from that will surely please you. Some fine wash suits for
boys. Mothers, come to see them.
j

The

SEUGMAN

ADOLF

GOODS

DRY

GO. jj

Seven acre tract situate near
No buildings.
Ball Park.
Land in line of development
of City, and would make a fine truck garden or
chicken ranch. Must be turned immediately in
order that estate may be closed. We will quote
BARGAIN PRICE for immediate cash sale.

ACREAGE

JOSEPH

B. HAYWARD,

Room 8, Capital City .Bank Building,

STRICTLY NEW

MANAGER,

Santa Fe,

JEST

N. M.

RECEIVED,

A CARLOAD

OF NEW FURNITURE

In

it we have a Full
Selection of

the

GUM FURNITURE

Are Dead.
Hillsville, March 14. Dexter Goad,
clerk of the court, and Juror Douglas
who were wounded during the fighting in the court room, died late today.
This makes a total of five dead up to
this time.

The newest article in the Furniture Line. See the window
display and step in the store and see the full
assortment. It will do you good.

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING COMPANY.

2

Chase & Sanborn's Teas.

License Numbers,

l--

ALSO HAVE A FULL LINE OF

H.

if

4

scended to 53
Hog products averaged about steady
despite a decline at the yards. Absence of, selling pressure furnished
the explanation. Initial transactions
were 2 1! 5c lower, to 7
up with
July delivery 16.25 to 16.30 for pork;
9.60 to 9.62
for lard and 9 for ribs.
2

Street

MULLIGAN & RISING,

MANAFRAID-OF-HISCLOTHES,-

8

There was a rush to buy oats at the
prepared to proceed to Hillsville
outset. May started
to
up at their services should be
required.
53
to 53
to 53
and later deFive

Is the most luxurious coffee
you ever put to your lips.
It is blended from the world's

v

"

8

COFFEE"

ON WHAT YOTBUY HERE

every Lfcscnpiiun. silverware, cut uiass,
rated China, Watches, Clocks, Etc.

8

4

PURE

E W EL R Y
GOfRONG

8

SEAL BRAND
HIGH-GRAD-

YOU NEVER

Hog Products Are Steady on Average CORN SPOUTED IN
MAN'S APPENDIX.
Despite Decline at the Stock
Yards.
Lawrence, Ind., March 14. Three
grains of corn that had begun to
(By Special Jasod Wire to N.3W Mexican) sprout were found in the appendix of
Chicago, 111., March 14. Heavy sell James B. Powell, a wealthy farmer,
ing of wheat today more than wiped when he was operated upon for acute
out an eariy advance due to unex appendicitis. The appendix was 11
pected firmness at Liverpool. The op inches long. Powell had a habit, he
to
ening was
higher. May said of eating a few grains of corn
started at 103
to 103
a gain of
every time he fed his stock.
to
and after some
102
to
wavering dropped
JUDGE AND JURY
Prospects of soft weather lent firmARE SHOT DOWN.
ness to corn. May opened
higher
to 71
at 71
and reacted to
(Continued From Page One.)
70
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Style isn't style when it has no foundation on quality materials, when it is not expertly tailored into the garment. In all
lines of endeavor there is always one man or firm that is by
all acknowledged supreme, preeminent. Every good dresser
recognizes the supremacy of the ROYAL TAILORS. Paste
may serve the purpose of good diamonds, but cotton will not
take the place of wool in yout suit.

d

The Supreme Luxury

HAVE just received our Spring Style Book
WE taining
all the Latest and
Fabrics

COME IN AND HAVE A LOOK

Massaging,

U S. KAUNE

ESTATE.

119 San Francisco St.

FOR US!

I

About Due!

;

GOOD ENOUGH

Superintendent

and Mrs. Alvan X. White yesterday.
Mr. Fox is now connected with the
Milady's Bonnet.
Albuquerque Morning Journal as edi(From Judge.)
torial writer and business manager
My bonnet lies over the ocean,
White
and he and 'Superintendent
My bonnet lies over the sea;
were classmates in a Tennessee col
For, you see, it's the latest creation
lege.
And hasn't yet come from Paree.
Hon. E. V. Chaves, the well known
Democratic lawyer of Los Angeles, 1
C. L. Dawson of Trinidad, is a visitwho has been in the city for the past
or in the Capital.
few days on legal ma Iters, will go to
Eduardo Delgado was a passenger
Santa Fe probably tomorrow and af MELROSE HAS HAT
for Albuquerque yesterday.
ter remaining at the state capital for
IN THE RING.
J. H. McKanimon, a music and piano, nnnnlo
nf rial's ha will return tn his
dealer at Las Vegas, is calling on the! home in Los
Mr. Chaves
Angeles.
of Commercial Club
local trade.
resided here. Albuquerque Rousing Meeting
to Capture County Seat Honors
mt. anu .wis. nanes t . Hunt and formerly
journal.
Charles V. Hunt of El Paso are guests
Delegate to Santa Fe
Hon. Reaiijio Lopez and wife left
at the Palace.
X. M., March IS. Melrose
locatMelrose,
to
Santa
Fe
for
get
Dr. O. W. Wasson, of Estancia, re- Wednesday
ed and attend the preliminaries to the says her "hat is in the ring." If the
turned to his home after a few days
opening of the coming legislature. Mr. county carving game is to become
L.jpez has long been preparing for popular, she wants what is fairly due
i
vt a rnr,m r.
his first political experience as her and is going after it. At a rousthis,
the railroad, was here today on railand we are expecting a ing meeting of the Melrose Commer
a
legislator
road business. Estancia News.
him that will reflect much cial Club, held last night, subscrip
Mrs. H. B. Holt of Las Cruces, is in record for
tions were liberally started to pro
Santa Fe with her husband, Senator credit to the aspeople herean who have
well as
honor to vide sinews of war. Committees were
him
elected
H. B. Holt. Albuquerque Herald.
himself. Spanish American.
appointed to look up all necessary
Dr. C. S. Losey, eye, ear and throat
and
D. Tarbell, father of Mrs. data, take up correspondence,
specialist of Las Vegas, is a visitor in W.George
C. McDonald, who makes his home make a general line up for the fight.
the Capital and a guest at the Palace.
R. H. Sim, receiver of the land office at the McDonald ranch at Carrizozo, Melrose lias her claims well backed
in the city yesterday for a by Clovis and Fort Sumner, has the
ai. Las Cruces, arrived in the city last arrived
two weeks" visit with Governor and support of Senator T. J. Mabry and
evening and registered at the Palace. Mrs.
McDonald iit the executive niau- - Representatives Nichols and
Barnet Freilinger and Will Brum-bacB. J. Xorby, a leading busi-n- e
are in Santa Fe looking after sion.
s man, was selected to proceed
some
Estancia
affairs.
political
"YOU VE GOT TO QUIT
to Santa Fe immediately to look after
News.
KICKIN' MY DOG AROUN'. the interests of a new county, to be
H. H. Brook, bean king of the Racreated out of portions of Curry, Roosmon Vigil land grunt, is in the city
on business. He is a guest at the Band Played Tune Adopted By Clark evelt and Guadalupe, with Melrose as
Men When Somebody Kicked
the county seat.
Montezuma.
a Dog.
W. H. Jack, well known stockman
TWENTY-FIVof Folsom, is again in the city transPERSONS
He is registered at (By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
INJURED IN WRECK.
acting business.
the Palace.
Hutchinson, Kans.. March 14. As
Chairman S. S. Martin called the Creat Western Passenger Train No. 1
State
M.
J.
and
Attorney
daughtHervey
Ditched Near Dunkerton,
er of Roswell, arrived this noon. Mr. Democratic convention to order ai
noon today a great hound dog owned
Iowa.
Hervey is president of the Xew Mexiby Koon C. Beck, sheriff of Reno conn (By Special Leased Wire to New
co Bar Association.
Mexican)
sent
was
the
ty,
scurrying across
Dunkerton, Iowa, March 14 Twenty-fE. N. Peden, master mechanic who
platform by the boot of some enthus ive
persons were injured, thirteen
was accidentally hurt in the local iastic
Democrat, and while thu dog
and one probably fatally, in
seriously
here
is
somewhat
shops
yesterday,
emitted howls, the convention bano a wreck of
Chicago, Great Western
improved today. Estancia News.
struck up the Ozark Dog song adopted
No. 1, enrout from St.
train
Passenger
Sheriff C. L. Ballard, stockman, for- by Clark men and the
delegates, bub
mer Rough Rider and a leading Demo- bling over with enthusiasm, launched Paul to Kansas City, three miles
crat of Roswell, arrived in Santa Fe into the homely strains of "You've east of here early this morning. The
last evening and is a guest at the Mon-jGto Quit Kickin' .My Dog ArounV train, which was southbound, struck
tezuma.
After A. M. Jackson, temporary a broken rail on a curve. Fourteen
J. S. Black former editor of the AI-- j chairman, delivered his address, and passengers were taken to a hospital
in Waterloo.
Three Pullmans and a
buquerntie Morning Journal, and part: the usual committees had been
of the Albuquerque Evening
pointed, an adjournment was taken day coach left the track. The train
Herald by recent purchase, arrived in lentil 3 o'clock. It was
apparent the was due at Des Moines at 6:30 o'clock
the city yesterday afternoon and is a'ciark men safely were in control and this morning and was
nearing Dunkerguest at the Palace.
while the Wilson men had not vet giv- - ton at 2:45 a. m. when the wreck oc
Bishop Cameron Mann left yester-;eup the fight, they were admitting curred.
day morning for Albuquerque, after, that the Clark men would control the
spending several days visiting the St. convention by a few votes.
TRIAL OF THE r.EV.
Andrews parish. He was delighted'
Two sets of resolutions may be
McFARLAND BEGUN TODAY.
the work of the church here and sented to the convention, one drawn
the entertainment accorded him. He by the Clark men, and the other by
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
the Wilson adherents. The Clark men
Pittsburg, Pa., March 14. District
prepared theirs this morning. They Attorney William A. Blakely had com
the
Kansas
provide (that
tfeleglates pleted all arrangements early today
to the Baltimore convention
be in- for the trial of the Rev. W. D. McFar-land- ,
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment.
structed for the speaker.
of Greenville, Tennessee, indictlney demand a reduction of tariff ed in connection
Dandruff, falling hair and baldness:
with the death here
and
increase?
of
a
"
the
free
list;
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads,
of his former secretary Miss Elsie D.
servant
'enow
law
will
that
effective
facial lines, absolutely removed. All
ly "safeguard the interests nf wnrk. Coe, who died as the result of an alkinds of hair work done.
men
employed by individuals or corp leged criminal operation.
MRS. R. LOPEZ,
The aged minister and educator,
Phone 5075
343 San Francisco St. orations, and protect their families,'
an income tax, retrenchment in gov formerly principal of the Pittsburg
eminent expenses and a reduction of Central High School, conferred early
the standing army; the election of with his lawyers, having come here
United States Senators, federal judges from Tennessee, where he had charge
& GO and the interstate
commerce commis- of a United Presbyterian Mission,
without the formali.y of extradition.
sioners by the direct vote of the
Court officers have received scores of
Lowest
applications from ministers, educators, and former pupils of Dr. McFar-lanDECLINE IN GRAIN
for admission to the court room.
MARKET IS REPORTED.

25 Palace Avenue

Your Patronage Solicited

v."

PEBML

Milliner

Does a General Banking Business

-

I

Sunday.

i

NEW GOODS
SPRING MILLINERY
HATS,

FLOWERS, CHIFFONS

MALINES, RIBBONS, SILKS, ETC.

Also have Crochet Threads, Slipper Cotton, Embroidery Silk, and

a fine assortment of Stamped
Goods for French and Eyelet Embroidery, etc.

MISS

A.

MUQLER,

JAMES C. McCONVERYj
Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
::::

Phone, Black 204.

4I5 Palace Avenue.

Southeast of Plaza.
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You

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
and
pay for, by having it right where you are using it. It saves
rooms are
EYES.
your light
on

bill
SAVES THE
Our display
open for your
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than anything you can get.
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Great Coal Fields Are Being
Developed In the Far
Northwest
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When shown positive and reliable proof that a certain
remedy had cured many cases of female ills, wouldn't any
sensible woman conclude that the same remedy would also
benefit her if suffering with the same trouble ?
Here are five Tetters from southern women which prove
the efficiency of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
LETTER FROM VIRGINIA.
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9
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9 12
8 66
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8 22
8 00
7 45
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6
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ioonr rares
TO:

Alberta, British Columbia, California, Idaho, Nevada,
Oregon &ndM Washington Points

:FROM:
All Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande

March 1st to April 15th
LIBERAL
STOPOVERS.
For information as to rates, reservations, etc.'call'fon
or write your local ticket agent or W. D. Shea, T., F. & P
A., Santa Fe, New Mexico.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The

West Point ol th Southwest"
Ranked by United States War DeInstitupartment as "Distinguished
tion." Annj officers detailed by Wai
Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located In the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden Bpot
of the West at an elevation of 3Vu(l
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during ths
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings,
colleges.
throughly
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
Id ail respects.
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.

fJS

lis

1

-

.

'.y

ft

five-yea-

and W. A. FINLEY.

caliMMtfinnrtii

11'

J

COL. JAS. W. WTLLSON,

Superintendent

Hotel Arrivals

W. L. DeCLOW,
America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removing His Business to New Mexico.

I am
arranging to change my business location from Cedai
Kapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on
V".PJ,"S. 30 lmP-teJanuary 15'
1912, being my first consignment. I would like to
with
correspond
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable
prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell
your neighbors.
W. DeCLOW,
Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion
Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
have recently secured a special rate
by express by which I can ship
tha" ever be,0rccan Bh'P iacks
Cedar
!,urates
la, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
d

I

-

1

each, and can reach other points at
corresponding rates.

""

Rap-id-

Society Stationery The New MexiNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
can Printing Company have on hand
Department of the Interior,
can
and
make up promptly the latest V. S. Land Office
at Santa Fe N. M.
forms in society stationery. The new
March 5, 1912.
size correspondence cards, etc. OrNotice is hereby given that Encar-nasioders taken for engraved and emGonzales of Santa Fe, New
bossed work. Several lines to make
Mexico, who on October 12, 1906,
your selection from.
made Homestead
Entry, No. 10107
n

for S
NW
S
NE
Section 3, Township IS N.. Ranee
10 E., N. M., P. M. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make Final
jFive Year Proof, to establish claim
to the land above described,
before
The Register and Receiver, V. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the ah day of April, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Rata-!e- l
Montoya, Anadeto Contreros, Anas-- ,
tacio Pacheco and Macario Jimenes,
all of Santa Fe, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
(07870),

Colonist

Rates
TO

CALIFORNIA

ANV

PAimccLARsGENT

H. S. LUTZ,

j

Aft,

TOR

SANTA FE, N.M.

a,

-

Vice Free.

Low Rates to the Northwest.

fl !f

Get a 25 Cent Eottle Now and
Forever Stop Falling Hair, Itching
Scalp and Dandruff

g

J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,

SEE

Federation-

-

Quarter of a Century Ago.

Institute

$25.00

Their Challenge as to Rates
Taken Up By Fraternal

Hair Becomes Soft, Fluffy, Lustrous and Beautiful Immediately
After a Danderine Hair Cleanse

try this reliable remedy?

Why don't

New MexLo Military

FROM SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
ON SALE DAILY,
March 1st to April 15th, 1912,

THE

Grows hair and we
can prove it

Chicago, March 13. Big feet area
blessing after all and Chicago women
A little Danderine now will immediately double
may now clamor for recognition.
the beauty of your hair No difference how dull,
The woman physician by whom was
faded, brittle and scrapgy, just moisten a cloth with
feel it my duty to express my thanks to you and your
Elliston, Va.
revealed this tardy, welcome conDanderine and carefully draw it through your hair
great medicine. I was a sufferer from female troubles and had been conThe effect is
clusion is likely to have both fame
takitip one small strand at a time.
fined in bed over one third of my time for ten months.
I could not do my
immediate and amazing your hair will be light,
housework and had fainting spells so that my husband could not leave me
and fortune for it and others who are
fluffy and wavy and have an appearance of abunalone for five minutes at a time.
not averse to newspaper mention are
" Now I owe my health to Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
dance; an incomparable iustre,- softness and luxunever
wondering why they
thought
Blood Purifier. Whenever I see a suffering woman I want to tell her what
riance, the beauty and shimmer of true hair health.
that one out. It all transpired at a
these medicines have done for me and I will always speak a good word for
Try as you will after an application of Danderine,
them." Mrs. Robert BLANKESsuir, Elliston, Montgomery Co., Va.
women's
club session.
of
you cannot find a single trace of dandruff or a loose
Many
the shoes were sixes. Hist: "Big feet or falling hair and your scalp will not itch, but
what will please you most will be after a few week's
LETTER FROM LOUISIANA.
are a blessing," said the speaker. "If
use when you will actually see new hair, fine and
New Orleans, La. "I was passing through the Change of Life and beare
cause
have
yours
you
'whoppers'
downy at first yes but really new hair sprouting
fore 1 took Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound I was troubled with
for
"Women
all over the scalp.
rejoicing."
Applause.
hot flashes, weak and dizzy feelings, backache and irregularities. I would
who wear a No. 6 shoe have no cause
Danderine is to the hair what fresh showers of rain
get up in the morning feeling tired out and not fit to do anything.
" Since I have been taking your Compound and Blood Purifier I feel all for regret," she added. "A man who and sunshine are to vegetation. It goes right to the
Its
right. Your medicines are worth their weight in gold." Mrs. Gaston
roots, invigorates and strengthens them.
wears a No. 11 should feel great pride.
Blondeau, 1541 Polymnia St., New Orleans, La.
properties cause the hair to grow abunThey are a distinct advantage. Perdantly long, strong and beautiful.
haps they are not graceful but the
LETTER FROM FLORIDA.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's Danderine
most
are
indeed
Women
practical.
from any drug store or toilet counter and prove to
Wauchula, Fla. " Some time ago I wrote to you giving you my symp,
and discomfort in walking, caused
especially try to squeeze a No. 6 foot
toms, headache, backache, bearing-downyourself tonight now that your hair is as pretty
and soft as any that it has been neglected or injured
into a No. 3 shoe. Their minds are
by female troubles.
" I got two bottles of Lydia E Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and a
that's all you surely can
by careless treatment
filled with but one thought style. It
have beautiful hair and lots of it, if you will just
package of Sanative Wash and that was all I used to make me a well woman.
may not appear aesthetic at first
" I am satisfied that if I had done like a good many women, and had
Danderine.
Real surprise awaits you.
little
a
try
thought," she said, "but I recommend
not taken your remedies, I would have been a great sufferer. But I started
the wearing of sandals by all persons
in time with the right medicine and got well. It did not cost very much
either. I feel that you are a friend to all women and I would rather use
in health in the opposition of shipping
men, women and children when in New York proves successful
your remedies than have a doctor." Mrs. Mattie Hodnot, Box 400,
are in their homes. It will make uniting local bodies in a national and other interests to an increased
they
Florida.
the feet larger." Thundering
In matters of extortion- flow of water from the Great Lakes
apmovement.
LETTER FROM WEST VIRGINIA.
plause. "Men and women both should ate loans and other things the Legal through the Chicago sanitary canal,
remember the fact that big intellects Aid Society of Chicago has grown to according to Lyman E. Cooley, interMartinsburg, W. Va. "I am glad to say that Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has done wonders for my mother, daughter and myself.
do not go with little feet. Cultivate a sphere of great daily usefulness to national authority on drainage prob" I have told dozens of people about it and my daughter says that when
large feet. The intellect then will poor or uninformed people who need lems, who will brief the matter for a
she hears a girl complaining- with cramps, she tells her to take your Comgrow automatically."
Paris papers the services of a lawyer but have not hearing before Secretary Stimson of
W.
712
Mrs.
A.
Va.
3rd
N.
Mart
St., Martinsbiirg,
pound."
IIockenberry,
A dis- the war department. His preliminary
the money to pay for them.
please copy.
ANOTHER LETTER FROM VIRGINIA.
New Coal Fields.
recovered review of the question whether the
tressed mother recently
Newport News.Va. "About five years ago I was troubled with such pains
Great new coal fields in the north- her little boy through this bureau shipping interests and Canada should
and bloating every month that I would have to go to bed.
west, which Chicago syndicates among which is maintained largely by sub- prevent the taking of 10,000 cubic feet
"A friend told me to take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
others are developing, will supply the scriptions of intelligent and prosper- per second . instead of the present
I soon found relief. The medicine strengthened me in every way and my
4167
cubic
of
feet
doctor approved of my taking it.
fuel required by the 'Grand Trunk Pa- ous men and women. When this amount
" I will be glad if my testimony will help some one who is suffering
cific transcontinental railroad at its mother first applied for assistance particularly protested
against the
from female weakness." Mrs. W. J. BlAYTON, 1029 Hampton Ave., Newport
western terminus, Prince Rupert. Big she was in despair. Her husband had American and Canadian governments
News, Va.
and almost interpreting their treaty as retroacdevelopment work already has been deserted her penniless
undertaken on coal properties of starving in Battle Creek, Mich., and tive, as the sanitary canal was built
you
Graham and Queen Charlotte islands. the people with whom she left her with government sanction before was
Or. Graham island the British Pacific little boy refused to give
him up signed the treaty which specified that
Coal Co. is developing a big property when she sent for him two years la- the Canadian side may divert 26,000
where the anthracite has been ex- ter. Every few months she visited cubic feet a secod and the American
posed by open cuts t intervals for her boy and each time was treated side 20,000 cubic feet. He emphasized
more than a mile of its length, the more coldly until finally she received the constitutional right to use water
thickness having been found to aver- a legal notice that her son had become for sanitary or domestic purposes as
age six feet. Some of these islands a ward of the state of Michigan and superior to any rights to use it for
"If the drainhave not been trod by the foot of any had been given for adoption to the peo- commerce or industry.
(From the New Mexican of Mon day Evening, March 14, 1S87.)
is not permanently lessening
The Colorado law taxing the produc- west where they have worse sand man except trappers, prospectors, ple with whom she left him. In many age canal
the volume of water in the Great
tion of mines is declared unconstitu- storms than we have here in El Paso." hunters and timber cruisers but the cases this free legal assistance is renLakes, there can be no objection
dered
need
whose
for
not
coal
are
and
employes
the
wages
of
tional.
discovery
A Minneapolis woolen syndicate hai
and who are in no finan- either under the treaty or otherwise
A panic is threatened by the Demo purchased land in Santa Fe to erect great deposits of it, according to re- forthcoming
is diverted," declared
thereon a $250,000 woolen mill. Three ports to those who are interested, are cial position to fight for them. Pres. against what
cratic misgovernment of the nation.
Mr. Cooley.
and
causing
"Dur-inMatz
in
his
abrupt
annual
startling changes.
report said:
Henry Ward Beecher during his life hundred skilled French Canadians are The
mouth of one tunnel on Graham
1911 we have had 8,451 new .cases
to he employed.
time earned a million dollars, accordisland will be within a mile of tidewa- presented to us, which means
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
that
Editorial.
ing to an estimate published by the
C.
ter
J. N. Pecos Forest 03974.
One
has
company
women
for
8,451
and
men,
children have
arranged
New York Tribune today.
A Chicago paper speaking of mal- the
exploration by diamond drills of consulted us in new matters. This Department of the Interior
An epidemic of smallpox prevails in feasance and
corruption in office on all of its properties. The
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
buila.ng of means approximately thirty persons
Los Angeles. Captain James B. Eads the part of certain Cook
county offi a city at Prince Rupert and the needs on each of the
March 13, 1912.
of
the
working days
died at Nassau, Bahamas, of pneu- cials, says generally:
"The laxity of of the transcontinental
Notice is hereby given that Jesus
railroad by year. In 1910 6.2S2 new clients came
monia. John C. New was stricken official public morality is doubtless
f Howe, New Mexico, who.
1914 alsj has caused the development
to us. In 1909, 5.102. In December Garcia,
with appoplexy at Washington.
1. A of
mainly due to three causes:
March
and
4, 1907, made homestead en- fish
the
new
fishing
cases
1911,
trade
came
aton
in
throughout
The Massachusetts House defeated general belief that law is either
No- 10785 (03974), for Lots 1, 2,
that
the
At
of
Seal
rate
a
Cove
an
region.
enor10,000
and
year,
injtry
the Woman's Suffrage bill that had
or clothed with such majes- mous cold
Section 27.
storage plant has been the past month, January, the rate has Sec- 34. s l"2 SE
passed the Senate.
ty as will prevent contempt of it by
j township
increased
to
in
N. M. P.
erected
a
16N.,
a
which
12,000
range
13E.,
year.
of
Many
temperature
A big sale of town lois is being dis- men especially sworn to support and 25
degrees below zero is possible. The cases mean many interviews and ex- meridian, has filed notice of inten2.
it.
cussed.
obey
Something like supersti company's plant includes fifteen troll- tended work, both in court and out of tion to make final
r
proof, to
Says the El Paso paper: "Our tel- tious belief that salaried officials have ing schooners which cost $60,000 each court.''
establish claim to the land above dea divine instinct of the hidden mean- with
egraphic report is short this .morning
scribed, before the register and regasoline auxi.iaries. The comBogus Fruit Trees.
on account of a severe sand storm that ing of the law, and can stretch or con- pany's own freight steamers will
ceiver, United States land office, et
on
War
fruit
trees
will
be
bogus
ply
has been raging around Albuquerque tract it at pleasure. 3. A lack of percep- between Prince Rupert and Vancouver waged by a national
Santa Fe, Now Mexico, on the 20th
of
organization
da- - of
and prostrating the telegraph wires. tion of the difference between moral and Seattle. Offices will be establish- horticulturists which will
April, 1912.
headhave
and- legal obligation."
It seems there are places in the South- ed in those cities and Boston,
Claimant names as witnesses:
New quarters in Chicago, according to preCleofes Garcia, Pedro Garcia, AnYork, London, Montreal.
Toronto, sent plans. The growing importance
dres
Quebec and Hongkong, China.
Ruiz, Justo Ruiz, all of Rowe,
of
culand
apple, peach, plum
E. D. Kinney, Albuquerque.
cherry
Woodmen of the World Challenge.
,
ture has brought about fakes and a New Mexico.
H. F. Spinden, New York City.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
The challenge to the national asso- new race of imposters who have been
H. O. Snyder, Pueblo.
ciation of state insurance commis- successful in
Register.
Ross Moorman, Albuquerque.
fooling and defrauding
Palace.
sioners issued by the Woodmen of fruit growers throughout the country
E. A. Washburn, Los Angeles.
L. C. Holmes, Washington, D. C.
the World" has been taken up in by the sale of trees which have cost
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
W. G. Clary, City.
V. A. Brown, New York City.
of the Interior
the
Chicago
by
federations
of
their
Department
F.
H.
fraterdolgrowers
millions
of
many
Albuquerque.
Lester,
W. L. Lawson. New York City.
nal insurance societies which repre- lars. "The loss is not the
United Stater Land Office.
Reginald Vivash, Pecos.
W. F. Hogan, Cerrillos.
purchase
Santa Fe, N. M., March 4, 1912.
Col. Charles F. Hunt, El Paso.
J. M. Gayle and Mrs. Gayle, El Paso. sent some six billions of insurance prices paid tor the fruit trees but the
and denounced as " a breach of faith" cost, immensely
Notice is hereby given that the folloR. J. Steinfield, Antonito, Colo.
E. R. Wright, City.
of
large,
bringing wing-named
as well as " a war on future wiHnwo " those trees to the
claimant has filed noJ. A. Marshall, Denver.
Ernest Ebblier, City.
age of profitable
The
tice of his intention to make final
was
"defi"
a
H. R. Lowe, Denver.
declaration by the bearing cultivating them,
Dwight Stephens, Deming.
pruning
Woodmen of the World
M. L. Byer, Detroit, Mich.
H. H. Williams, Denver.
against the them and spraying them for several proof in support of his claim under
Mobile bill drafted by the insurance years in the belief that
sections 16 and 17 of the act of
R. G. Bach, Chicago.
C. W. G. Ward, Las Vegas.
they will recommissioners to prevent Insolvency turn the care and expense many fold," March 3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as
M. L. Fox and Mrs. Fox, Albuquer
A. C. Dorman, Denver.
ana nign tmance and endorsed by the said one authority. "When a man amended by the act of February 21,
A. O. Waha, Albuquerque.
que.
National Fraternal Congress and As- buys fruit trees, if he knows his busi- 1893 ( 27 Stats., 470), and that said
J. V. Tully, City.
J. H. O'Reilly, Albuquerque.
Lee B. Strifling, Los Angeles.
E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque.
sociated Fraternities of America. It ness, he selects certain varieties for proof will be made before The Register and Receiver at Santa Fe, New
A. G. Beers, New Jersey.
A. H. Moffet, Lamed, Kas.
now is the law in some fifteen states good reasons and must
rely on the Mexico, on
A. C. Moffet, Waverly, 111.
H. B. Jamison, Albuquerque.
and is proposed for enactment in sevApril 16, 1912, viz: Damian
of
the
to
reputation
fur
nurseryman
S. T. Schell, Denver.
H. B. Lee, New York City.
eral more.
nish stock that is true to name." The Montoya, for the tract lying in section
of
Readjustment
rates
A. R. Rutherford and Mrs. Ruther- was
Mr. and Mrs. Hesselden, Albuquernecessary to bring about condi- enormous development of fruit grow- 3, T. 17 N, R. 10 E., N. M. P. M.
ford, Denver.
He names the following witnesses
que.
tions in many societies to
comply ing east and west has made fat pick- to
Samuel Meyer, Chicago.
C. L. Ballard, Roswell.
with the law, but most of those hold- ing for the
prove his actual continuous adimposter and many verse possession of said tract for
C. G. Repard, Chicago.
James Dickey, Chicago.
ing membership In the big federations schemes have been devised to
a
H. W. Koeneke, Wichita.
G. A. Demo, Denver.
twenty years next preceding the surhave taken steps to comply. Only re- stop to this fraud. When a man put
C. E. Hartley, Springer.
buys vey of the township, viz: Rafael Mon-toyS. S. Carroll, Denver.
the
Modern
cently
a
of
Woodmen
suit
clothes
of
which proves to be
F. E. Perry, Rochester.
C. G. Ackerman, Albuquerque.
Bernardo Romero, Francisco
America, which has more than a mil- shoddy he learns his mistake in a
E. A. Washburn and Mrs. WashJ. Q. Byrne, Denver.
lion members, declared for
Montoya, Luis Ramirez, all of Santa
short
time
mighty
but
in
case
of
readjustburn, Los Angeles.
the
A. C. De Ball, Dallas.
Fe, N. M.
ment of rates to insure solvent con- fruit trees several
J. S. Black, Albuquerque.
Lee B. Striffling, Los Angeles.
years must elapse
Any person who desires to protest
ditions
in
the
future.
A
before
H.
there Is any certain means of
J.
faction
Foley, Pittsburg.
D. W. Cotter, Vaughn.
the allowance of said proof,
against
threatened
defection
T. H. Jennes, Chicago.
until the impos- determining what kind of fruit the
H. H. Brook, Buckman.
or vho knows of any substantial reaG. H. Buck and Mrs. Buck, New
A. R. Moran, and Mrs. Moran, Texas, sibility was discovered of securing a tree will produce.
It is a waste of son under the laws and
state license for a new society
regulations of
York City.
H. P. Bardshar, City.
charg- money to plant varieties like the Ben the Interior
Department
why such
less
R. H. Sims, Las Cruces.
ing
than
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Parker and
proper rates. Many Davis nowadays the big profits are
proof should not be allowed will b
small societies have been bidders for made In
J. S. Hunter, Kansas City, Mo.
son, City.
growing fancy fruit that sells given an opportunity at the
me insurgent members of the others. for
W. W. Nichols and Mrs. Nichols,
J. H. McKammon, Denver.
fancy prices. One case was ree
time and place to
City.
C. L. Dawson, Trinidad.
Recently Insurance Commissioner H. ported where, after three veara of
the
saH
witnesses
of
claimant,
L.
Charles F. Hunt and Mrs. Hunt, El
Ekern
of
Wisconsin said: "FraterPedro Comaduran, Las Vegas.
effort a man found he had and to offer evidence in
t
rebuttal
Paso.
nal societies generally have come to apainstaking
Coronado.
young orchard of trees which would that submitted
Charles V. Hunt, El Paso.
by claimant.
J. H. McCutchen, Corona.
recognize that their business must be bear nothing better than cider
apples.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
W. S. Rodney, Roswell.
J. L. Chavez, Jr., Santa Rosa.
conducted on a sounu basis.
This On the other hand one man in WashingGeorge A. C. Bodenhausen, St. JosRegister.
means a
Francisco Trujillo, Mora.
for nearly every so- ton received $1,500 for a crop from
eph.
Jennie Trujillo, Wilmington, N. C, ciety and members who
thirty-siIn"
do
trees.
not fully
that case the varC. A. Glossner, 24 Ontario St.," RochJ. C. Leavitt, Denver.
G. Duran, Denver.
understand the situation are often in- iety was Stark Delicious,
the highest ester, N. Y.; has recovered from a long
G. A. Werdam, New York City.
R. Frasier, Prescott.
clined to complain of increase in
their priced apple on the
and worth and severe attack of kidney trouble,
Dr. C. S. Losey, Las Vegas.
Lizzie White, Pima, Ariz.
rates. They should understand that more per one bushel market
box than the ci- his cure being due to Foley Kidney
A. M. Patten, Denver.
Alfred Herrera, Denver.
with a
on a sound bast thw der apples were worth
J. W. Long, Findlay, Ohio.
per barrel. In Pills. After detailing his case, he
Frank Hall, Denver.
have a much more valuable
M. W. Cusac, Findlay, Ohio.
insurance the first case the reports show that says: "I am only sorry I did not learn
James Koch, Denver.
than before. All are benefitted hv the fraud cost the farmer
W. H.' Jack, Folsom.
R. Frasier, Prescott.
fuily $1,500 sooner of Foley Kidney Pills. In a
getting a permanent Insurance for before he discovered his misfortune few
Hal Wylie, Kansas City, Mo.
J. D. French, Truehas.
day's time my backache completewhat
was
and in the other case a big
J. R. Boardenman, Oklahoma City.
uneertainbefore."
was ly left me and I felt greatly Improved.
profit
Loan Sharks.
G. M. Bierbauer, Colorado Springs.
realized. How to prevent this form
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY.
became stronger, dizzy
War on the loan shark by leeal aid of fraud is a problem which the na- My kidneys
Montezuma.
Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine
spells left me and I was ho longer anB. F. Criswell, Denver.
societies
of
Tablets.
Chicago and other cities tional body will have to solve.
Druggists refund money if
noyed at night. I feel 100 per cent .
,
R. V.
It fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S sig will be extended into a national war- Topeka.
better since using Foley Kidney Pills. '.
Predatory Wealth.
H. F. Robinson. Athunuernne.
tare it a conference soon to be held
nature is on each box. 25c.
Predat r wealth is arrayed against Sold by all QrmvglK.
Wau-chul-
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Postmaster, Barnegat,
N. J., was troubled with a severe la
grippe cough. He says: "I would be
completely exhausted after each fit of
violent coughin
I bought a bottle of
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and
before I had taken It all the
coughing
spalls had entirely ceased. It can't
be beat." For sale by all
druggists.
R. G. Collins,
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Issue was exbecoming a state-widpressed and plans for conducting the
opposition to the fight locally were
FPveriHhnpAik adopted.
4
The sentiment of the meeting was
onxtipntion, llroilnrhe,
Stomach
Trouble,
Trcthing expressed when one minister indigand
S,
Disorder
DeRtror
.
It ...... I
W n p ... .
TradeMark.
in 24 huura. At all nrutrftists, 2icu.
nantly exclaimed, "Let the finger of
"You are welcome," says Mrs. Nora Guffey, of Broken
Don't accept Pample mailed KRKK. Address,
scorn from all over this state be pointnj substitute. A. S. OLMSTED, Le Roy, N. Y.
Arrow, Okla., "to use my letter in any way you want to, F
ed at the city of New Mexico whose
Yes, indeed, it is decidely obnoxious,
Calling a Spade a Spade.
if it will induce some suffering woman to try Cardui. I had
supwould
social
leaders
financial and
but worse than that is the boys' prac- FAMOUS MINERAL SPRINGS
Santa Fe, N. M., March 14.
whose
a
such
paper
daily
port
thing;
Three phyFE.
pains all over, and suffered with an abscess.
NEAR SANTA
tice of playing ball on the streets, to
Editor Santa Fe New Mexican.
would endorse it and that would at
I am in
not
Since
A
to
failed
me.
sicians
the
of
does
pose
relieve
the
Cardui,
writer
The
annoyance
taking
public.
great
Dear Sir:
tempt to tie the hands of its educa
better health than ever before, and that means much to me,
as a reformer, nor is he a Pharisee nor short time aitc;' my arrival here on a Ojo del Gigante Was Famous Among tors, ministers and public men.
San Franciscans Two Hundred
a stainless saint, nor does he forget visit, I saw, when parsing the St. Vinbecause I suffered many years with womanly troubles, of
Every possible influence will be
Years Ago.
the words of One who bid him who cent Sanitarium grounds, that a lady
brought to bear upon the legislature
different kinds. What other treatments I tried, helped me
first
was
the
cast
of
Sanitarium
hit
"to
to
ti.e
sin
by
was without
."O'r.g up
About four miles east of the city
now in session to enact such legislafor
a few days only."
a ball pitched by school boys using Santa Fe is a spring, the waters or
stone."
tion as will protect Las Vegas and the
The nature of man is such that pros- the Cathedral ground adjoining that of which are becoming favorably known state from the disgrace.
titution, that "oldest profession," is the Sanitarium for ball playing. The and are being used to a considerable
It is understood that Governor Mcnot an unmixed evil in our midst, lor school boys' principal amusement extent by the people of Santa Fe and Donald has in preparation a special
urhilo elsewhere.
This spring is known as message to the legislature covering
in cities where it has been entirely Icnjimo t.- Yia Vironfcintr
4
abolished and no red light district is they play ball on Cathedral Street, the Aztec or Ojo del Gigante. since A. it. The
attitude was
governor's
and
like
other
D.
places
1709,
are
because
watering
they just
permitted to exist under municipal - Children,
heartily commended.
1
the ugly monsters of unregu- dren, should not be severely censured was frequented by the aborigines.
Those present and participating
in
Don't wait, until you are taken down sick, before takNorman
in the meeting were Rev.
lated vice raise their noisome heads. for that misbehaviour. The blame The waters have beneficial effects
The street walker cannot be perma-- , rests to an extent with their parents, stomach, liver and kidney troubles. Skinner, pastor First Presbyterian fci ing care of yourself. The small aches and pains, and other
Dr. B. W. Huber, a chemist in ISai, church, Rev. W. R. Quiggin of the
nently suppressed or even often de- vhile the chief responsibility attaches
symptoms of womanly weakness and disease, always mean
of the First Christian Church, Rev. X. B.
tected. Houses of assignation and j to the schoolmaster. While visitors gives the following analysis
worse to follow, unless given quick treatment
the
at
of
Aztec
waters
request Green of the First Baptist churcn.
spring
prostitution flourish under the inno-- ' praise Santa Fe for its glorious
of Colonel B. L. E. Boneville, Third in Rev. C. McReynolds of the First S.
You would always keep Cardui handy, if you knew
hoand
mate
and
its surroundings, and its
guise of lodging houses
U. S. A., whe had been drink- D Adventist Church. Rev. E. C. Anwhat
tels, moral and physical disease be- kind and hospitable people in general, fantry,
quick and permanent relief it gives, where weakness
the water when stationed at Fort derson of the First Methodist Episcocome rampant and the crimes of se- - the schoolmaster has a great deal to ing
of the womanly system makes life seem hard
and
disease
who
and
first
recog
Santa
State
,1.
W.
Fe,
Rev.
Rose
Marcy,
pal Church, and
duction and rape are alarmingly fre- - learn.
nized its beneficial effects on himself Missionary of the Christian Church.
Cardui
to
bear.
has helped over a million women. Try it
our
of
j
quent as the statistics of many
when j reach hom j may gub. and soldiers:
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga, Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.,
Dear
eviaence.
cities
N
I
scribe
leading
Mexican: as yet
for The
1538
Carbonate
Regular Session.
for Special Instructions, and
book, "Home Treatment for Women," sent free. 51
At the same time, such resorts, if can't tell my future address. I like Calcium
W05
N. M.. March 5, 1912.
Carbonate
Santa
Magnesium
Fe,
isolated
be
should
permitted to exist
Santa Fe, and will return before long. Sodium Sulphate
8
0225
Council met in regular session at
and segregated and not thrust under
With best regards,
0050 o'clock
Calcium Sulphate
p. m. with Mayor Seligman in
the very noses of our citizens nor
019:5
TRAVELER.
Sodium Chloride
the chair and Clerk Delgado in at- Mexico.
B. Reni'han, H. B. Cartwright, W. N.
should the innocent children and pure
0220
Silica
tendance.
Townsend, 1evi A. Hughes.
Committee
of
be
the
families
women or their
compelled
Chairman Lopez
Civic Center and City Planning
Upon roll call the following tnemb- ou Streets anu Bridges asked the
to live in the shadow of the walls that
PLAYS AiPLMERS.
2S31
Total solids in 100,000 parts
were found present:
H. H.
Dorman, chairman;
Board
jers
to
authorized
harbour licensed or "protected"' vice.
proceed
be
to
Council
In a footnote, the chemist adds that
M. A. Otero,
Ilnca. Gable, Lo
Councilmen
Aland,
M. Cutting,
had
who
Branson
woman
Street.
notorious
a
of
Martinez
the
with
Recently
opening
an the water contains enoueh carbonic
The Santa Fe Atheletic Club
Ab
Whoelon.
and
Ortiz
Marcelino
Mova.
L.
where
James
anu
another
Seligman,
from
been driven
city
h
nn v hnn t aa nti
..
Upon motion duly seconded
nounces that two bouts are scheduled nn!i1 IUrt wtnin
ICKllIJ LUCn vmiinm-cia.
the methods which she has followed to begin at 9 o'clock next Friday night cium and magnesium in solution as bi- sent, Councilman Armijo.
carried it was so ordered.
in conducting her resort have been at the Elks' Theater. The first
proclamaThe following election
Upon motion duly made and secondThe soldiers of El Senor
The reports of the City Treasurer,
g will carbonate.
for years a stench in the nostrils of be between "Kid" Cleveland, ot El Marques de la Penuela, otherwise, the ed the regular order of business was City Clerk and City Marshal were con- tion was then submitted by the Maa
nnana on1 io nnnrtllptlllE'
"
San Jose Chacon Medina Sa- - suspended in order to give on oppor- sidered as read and referred to the yor and approved by the Council:
." Paso, and John Lloyd (Lefty), of A Admiral
"atuw;
JIUUSe Ol piUtsULUClUii uiua wt
ELECTION PROCLAMATION.
lazar
Knight of theOr-de- r tunity to parties waiting to be heard Finance Committee.
y
Villasenor,
buquerque, for twenty rounds. Thi
of Santiago, grandee of Spain and by the council.
principal streets of Santa Fe. Her contest will be a
X'pon motion duly seconded and caras both
osiSanta Fe, N. M., March 5, 1912.
and captain general of the
predecessor carried on the same traf- - men are fast an I bel:.i!'.-Judge McFie then appeared before ried the Mayor was instructed to isNotice is hereby given that an elecin mix'ng governor
of New Mexico and the the council and alter a few remarks sue his proclamation
fic there. The. citizens of the neighup tion will be held in the City of Santa
for clean
things. The second bout will be a ten kingdom
of San Francisco presented a petition stating that perborhood have by petition protested to round
and March 7th, and April 10th, Fe, New Mexico, on Tuesday, April
between "Kid" Bidway of priests of the Order
days,
fight
the city council, but the ears of that Gallup and Manuel ri'ei.i of Alliuqier- - frequented this spring in 1709 and sistent rumors of flagrant violation of were designated as such.
2 1912. between the hours of 9 o'clock
body are deaf. Those citizens may, que. These boxe. ar3 well known 1710, and many times the Friars cele- law especially in relation to Sabbath
The following sidewalk ordinance a m. and 0 o'clock p :n. of said day,
on
trees
brated mass under the cedar
if they will, resort to the courts, but in this section and the
desecration, gambling, illegal selling was introduced, read in full and sec- at the following places:
fight fans are
of San Fran- o;
liquor and Red Light District curse, ond time by title and upon motion
they are not rich men and why should expecting something good. Thi re October 4, being the dayof
First Ward At the house of Viciur
Santa Fe.
cisco, the patron saint
and believed that such laws should be duly seconded and carried the same
such a burden be put upon them? Is feree has not yet been secured.
Garcia.
the spirit of civic pride so weak
vigorously enforced or else removed was ordered published.
Second Ward At the office of the
TALKING TOO MUCH IS
from the statute and earnestly petiamongst us that public opinion will
ORDINANCE NO.
of the Peace.
Justice
PRIVILEGE.
EXCLUSIVE
these
of
full
WIFE':
of
for
a
pubtioned
this
not force the abatement
investigation
ConPOLITICS AND POLITICIANS
Notice Ordinance
Requiring
Ward At the Hall of Fred
Third
lic nuisance by the municipal authorSan Francisco, March 14. Intolera- conditions and to discover the truth
struction of Sidewalks.
Lopez.
the
ities or are those authorities so
ble loquacity was the ground upon of the matter and to prosecute
(Continued from Page Three)
t the House of
Whereas, in the opinion of the City
Fourth Ward
weak, doddering and indifferent that
which Mrs. Coila Moore obtained a offenders to the full extent of the Council of the City of Santa Fe, State
Chaves.
are
the reins of regulation
slipping loyalty to the interests of those who divorce today from Thaddeus Moore law.
of side
of New Mexico, the building
At which election the following City
from their hands?
Upon motion of Councilman Baca walks on certain streets and avenues
had furnished the corruption fund by Superior Judge Mogan.
One
officials are to be elected,
carand
To do away entirely with the
seconded
but
unanimously
a
which made his election possible. Had
duly
"He was
good husband, judge,
in the said city is necessary; therea term of two years; one
for
Mayor,
was
would
instructed
evil"
Marshal
"social
the writer
he put up this vast sum in person, he talked too much," complained the ried the City
fore,
City Clerk for the term of two years;
deem unwise, to regulate it and put there could be little doubt that he wife, saying she had been kept awake to see that all ordinances referring to
Be it ordained by the City Council
term
a limit upon the number of those who would have been far more independ- - at night by a continuous discourse on pojice regulations, be enforced and ii of the City of Santa Fe, State of New one City Treasurer, for the
ot two years; one Councilman from
same
from
to
and
to
ent
and
would
not
enforce
looked
less
the
able
have
it
he
after
is
away
practice it
keep
baseball, woman surage, national polMexico:
each ward, for the term of four years;
the immediate vicinity of the resi- - the interests of a certain class,
itics, the war in China and other cur- with the inadequate police force now
That sidewalks be built with vetri-fie- one councilman from the third ward,
The Senate of the United States rent
the
to
call
at
his
command
dences of our decent citizens he conMayor
make
upon
not
could
"I
be
simply
topics.
brick or cement, which may
of two years; and one
either consciously or unconsciously him desist."
for future police aid who is hereby determined by the Mayor, on a line for the term
siders imperative.
of Education
of the board
member
the
in
in
difference
the
this
to
make
recognized
The writer has used plain language,
Moore is a barber. He offered no authorized and empowered
and grade to be furnished by the City from each ward for the term of four
and
the
Stephenson
Mr. Editor, but he hopes that if you way they regarded
the necessary appointments.
defense.
whose services are to be years.
Baca Engineer,
give the above space, no one will be the Lorimer cases. Dad bought his
Upon motion of Councilman
the
owners, or agents, or perby
paid
The Judges of Registration for the
seat in
Senate outright and for his SPECIAL MESSAGE ON PRIZE
duly seconded and carried the petition sons, in charge of the lot or land
thereby offended. A spade cannot own usethe
ob
of voters for said election
benefit.
He
is
under
and
registration
be identified under the name of a silFIGHTING LOOKED FOR. presented by Judge McFie was refer(propos- are as follows:
abutting such improvement
ligations to no one and has no debt
ver spoon.
red to the police committee.
to pay. Blondie's place was purchased
ed), said sidewalks to be laid and built
First Ward Luis M. Moya, Jose
A BELIEVER IN MUNICIPAL CONA petition was also presented signed
within sixty days after the passage Maria Samoza, Luis Lujan.
for him, by men who expected to use Ministerial Association of East Las
tax
TROL.
payby a number of citizens and
ordinance
of this
and
Vegas Up in Arms Against
him. He is under obligations to them
Jose
Second Ward Luis Alarid,
ers protesting against the running on theapproval streets and avenues,
Wide-OpePolicy.
and from his record for remembering
following
Lorenzo Gutierrez.
Tapia,
r'ran-ciscon
Ban
a
Lower
House
14.
0"
Playing Ball on the Streets.
N.
Bawdy
M., March
East Las Vegas,
his friends, it is almost as certain that
towit:
Third Ward Alberto Garcia, AlfreSanta Fe, N. M., March 14. 1912.
street, in the house known as
he will, if allowed to retain his place Work in earnest to prevent the stagOn the South Side of Buena Vista do
Delgado.
Editor New Mexican:
prize fight the "Wagner House."
make their interests his first consid ing of the Johnson-FlynAvenue from college Street to Don
Fourth Ward H. McGibbon, Manuel
In a recent edition the New Mexican
carand
seconded
Mexico
motion
in
or
New
in
began
this
duly
made
Upon
city
the
walk.
eration, as that Roosevelt
Avenue, a
B. Salazar, D. C. Allard.
calls attention to the obnoxious prac- discharge of the debt he owed to his today when the Ministerial Associa- ried the petition was referred to the Caspar
On the east side of Burro Alley a
The Judges and Clerks of said elecsession
Oi
lice
school children marking with campaign contributors second only to tion of the city met in special
police committee.
walk.
tion are as follows:
chalk and damaging woperty such as the aggrandizement of his own im- - to solemnly consider the matter,
Mr. Bishop then appeared before the
On the east and west sides of Otero
First Ward Judges: Seferino Ala-riAppreciation of the fact that it is Council and stated that the Elks were
pillars, steps, window ledges, etc.
portance. Roswell Morning News.
Street, from Palace Avenue to MarManuel B. y Campos, Juan Delgabuilding a Club House adjoining the cy Street, a
walk.
do. Clerks: Juan Ortega,
Valentin
Elks Opera House and that they were
The City Marshal shall serve a copy Rivera.
about ready to make sewer connec- of
this Notice Ordinance, duly certiSecond Ward Judges: Julian Grace,
tions with the Main line from the fied
by the City Clerk, on the own-- ' Jose Dominguez, Manuel Ortiz y RoOpera House which sewer had cost ers,
agents or persons in charge of driguez. Clerks: Benito Alarid, Felithem over $500 to connect with the
the lots or lands, abutting the side- pe Quintana.
Main City Sewer on Johnson street,
walks herein provided, which copy
Third Ward Judges: Jose Maria
besides paying the City the regular so
served shall be notice to such own- Garcia, Ambrosio Ortiz,
Genovevo
fee for making such connection, and
or persons in charge to Sandoval. Clerks: J. S. Garcia, Ed.
asked Council if they were compelled ers, agents
and build such sidewalks within Tafoya.
to pay an additional fee for making lay
sixty
days thereof of service of such
Fourth Ward Judges: Remigio
the other connection.
ordinance.
notice
Mondragon, Francisco Trujillo, Dr. O.
Upon motion of Councilman Baca
Passed and approved the
day of C. Harrison.
Clerks: Jose Mondraduly seconded and unanimously car1912.
gon, Pedro Ortiz.
ried the Elks were allowed to make
The returns of said election
and
the necessary sewer connection for
Mayor.
the canvass thereof shall be as prothe Club House without paying any
Attest:
vided by law.
additional ee to the city.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
The
on streets and
committee
City Clerk.
Mayor.
bridges recommended that Day Sreet
were Attest:
committees
The fonowiijg
be closed.
then appointed by the Mayor which
T. P. DELGADO.
Upon motion duly seconded and carCity Clerk.
ried the recommendation of the com- were unanimously approved by the
Council:
Upon motion duly seconded and car
mittee was adopted.
Charity Board Mrs. S. Spitz, chair ried the committee on streets and
Mr. Biship of the Santa Fe, Realty
man of the relief committee of the bridges was authorized and empowered
toa petition
Company presented
Woman's Board of Trade, chairman; to open the continuation of Otero
gether with a plat of the Cienega AdJose D. Sena, the Rev. B. Z. street from Marcy Street to Hillside
dition showing Streets and Alleys
Mrs. W. C. McDonald, Avenue.
McCollough,
etc., and stating that they are willing
A petition signed
by resident on
to deed two streets to the city running Mrs. E. E. Friday, Mrs. Ruth Selig
Johnson Street asking the removal of
north and south as shown in map and man, Mrs. R. J. 1 alen.
City Hall Celso Lopez, chairman; a certain sign board on the corner of
one running east and west as shown on
said map; also alleys, providing the Thomas P. Gable, S. G. Cartwright, Chapelle and Johnson Streets.
Upon motion duly seconded an I carcity will grade the same put in cros- Dr. J. A. Rolls, Francisco Delgado.
R. L. Baca, B. M. ried the matter
Band
Stand
referred to the
and
both
streets
the
drain
and
sings
Read, C. R. Easley, Mayor Seligman. committee on Streets and Bridges
entire property.
Children's Play Ground Paul A. F. with full power to act.
Councilman Lopez moved that the
There being no fuither bisiness thti
petition be granted and that the San- Walter, cLairman; Celso Lopez, Ma
Council adjourned.
ta Fe Realty Company give the pro- nuel Ortiz.
De Vargas Pageant George
W.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN
per deeds to the City for said stree's.
Roll was called and the vote result- Armijo, chairman; Dr. Edgar L, He- - (Seal)
Mayor.
Attest:
ed as follows: Ayes, Councilman Ala-ri- wett, J. W. Norment.
B.
T. P. DELGADO,
City Charter N.
Laughlin,
Baca, Lopez, Moya, Ortiz, Wheel-on- .
Citv Clerk.
chairman; L. Bradford Prince, A. I
Nays: Councilman Gable.
Mayor Seligman also stated that
while he had no vote he desired to
go on record as being against the proposition.
Dr. R. V. Pierce of Buffalo, author of the Common Sense
A survey was ordered on Acequia
Medical Adviser, says "why does not the farmer treat his own
Madre Boulevard.
body as he treats the land he cultivates. He puts back in phosA petition was presented asking for phate what he takes out in crops, or the lend would grow poor.
The
farmer should put back into his body the vital elements
the opening of a street from Hickox
induced by some chronic
Street to Agua Fria Street. Upon exhausted by labor, or by
Further, he savti. " the tfreat value of my Doctor
motion duly seconded and carried the disease."
It gives strength
Pierce's Golden Medical
is in its vitalizing power.
matter was referred to the Commit to the stomach and purity Discovery
It is like the phosphates which supply
to the blood.
99
tee on Streets and Bridges with full nature with the substances that build up the crops. The
action of
power and authority to act.
Doctor
Medical Discovery
Golden
The bids for the building of a cul- it due to its effect on the stomach and organs of digestion and nutrition. DisA bilious spell
on Arroyo Tenorios on Don Gas-pa- eases that begin in the stomach are cured through the stomach.
vert
d
is
the result of an effort made by the liver to catch up when
Thse tempting bits of toasted corn have won their way in camp and home
Avenue, were opened as follows: andsimply
I have found the ' Discovery ' to be unsurpassed as a liver regexhausted.
Fe.
Santa
$740.00;
ocean.
to
Bros.,
Campbell
from ocean
ulator and rich
Carlos Digneo, Santa Fe, $970.00; An.
Misa Lottie Ksiskly of Perth, Kansas, says: "I will here add my testimony
the best
Post Toasties represent
money can buy.
dy Pettlnnie, Santa Fe, $977.00; Mid. of the effectiveness of your remcdv upon myself. I was troubled with Indigestion
two years or more. Doctored with three 'different doctors besides taking numerland Bridge Company, Kansas City, for
' stomach cures' but received no permanent relief. Iwas run
ous kinds of
The bid of Campbell Bros down, could not sleep at night with the pain in my chest,
$1268.00.
caused by gas on the stomWas
ach.
could
cat scarcely anvthlng although I was hungry nearly all the
weak,
being the lowest upon motion duly
' Golden Medical Discovone
About
botran
time.
half
I
and
a
ago
your
year
taking
seconded and' unanimously
carried ery,' and after
having taken several bottles am nearly cured of stomach trouble.
was
to
now
contract
Can
the
awarded
the
ined
fifteen
eat
and
have
without
distress
duly
ga
Postum Cereal Company, Limited, Battle Creek, Michigan.
pounds in weight.
I thank you for your remedy and wish you all success in your good work.
i said Campbell Bros, of Santa
Fe, New
e

MOTHER CRAY'S
SWEET POWDERS
FOR CHILDREN,
A Certain Rffiicf for

THE FORU M

Pains All Over!

.1

TAKE

j

l,

The
Woman'sTonic

j

cli-ce-

j

S-- 4

6 Room

rium.

t.
House with bath, 502
Si. Vincent SanitaGalis-teoS-

Inquire at

FOR RENT Three or
house, with furniture or not.
Lowitzki.

six-roo-

D.

S.

FOR SALE ( HEAP Singer sewing
machine in good order.
Mary A.
Speake, Hillsiu Ave.
FOR SALE1 Smith Premier and
Densniore ..Typewriter.
Laughlin
131k., Rooms 1 and 2, City.
1

WANTED Farmer to take ranch
on shares or rent. Good proposition
to right party. Box 422, Santa Fe,
N. M.
.
WANTKD Position in dry goods de5
partment or general mdse. store,
years experience, best of references.
Address C, New Mexican.
.

Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and having all modern conveniences, including
electric light, steam heat and baths,
in the First National Bank building.
Apply to F. M. Jones.

j

I

o

-

i 1

t

go-v-

e

t:

Oliver

n

five-foo- t.

s

Under

SaraJI

Yaw Hat

Let us remark

MAN AND THE SOIL.

Post

are "Mighty Good

Pierce's

over-worke-

blood-maker- ."

quality

that

" The Memory Lingers "

Typewriter

TYPEWRf TERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Ne
Ribbon and sup'
platen t furnished.
plieB.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
i"J rented. Standard makes handled.
Wl repair work and typewrite
guar
inteed. Santa Fe Typewriter
Phone 23i.
AGENTS Triple- - W'-fl-r
Hosiery
The best paying proposition ever
guaranteed for six months.
Write for special offer 0 pair FREE.
Beautiful
line.
Everybody
buys.
Credit given. Write for exclusivu
territory. Triple-Wea- r
Hosiery Mills,
Franklin and Girard Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. Mention in answering
this advertisement. Dept. M. 21.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 8,

1912.
12, 1911.

Republication
(013791.)

'

n

Visible

For sale cheap. Perfect condition and does splendid writing.
Could ship on approval and trial.
Write to CHAS. W. R1CKART,
Rosedale, Kansas.

Notice is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed notice of his intention to make final
proof under the Act of March 3, 1891.
sees. 16 and 17, (26 Stats., 854), as
amended by the Act of February 21,
1893, (27 Stats., 470), in support of
his claim
1303, serial 013791,
for
145.57 acres in sections 20, 21 and 28,
of T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M., viz.:
Manuel Aragon y Lucero, of Cuba, N.
M.

Said proof will be made before Reg

ister or Receiver at U. S. land office,
Santa Fe, N. M., on April 15, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses, the
following, to prove his actual, continu
ous adverse possession of said tract
for twenty years, next preceding the
survey of the township, viz.:
J. J. Salazar, Felis Montano, both ot
Cuba, N. M.
Any person desiring to protest the
allowance of said proof, or who knows
of any substantial reason under the
laws and regulations of the Interior
Department why such proof should not
be allowed, will be given an opportuntime and
ity at the
the witnesses
place to
of said claimant, and to offer evidence
in rebuttal of that submitted by claimabove-mentione- d

cross-examin- e

ant:

And especial notice is hereby given
to Donaciano Lucero, whose small
holding claim conflicts with the land
herein described as to lot 2 of his
claim 3253, 013791, containing .47
acres, that he will be given an oppor-unit- y
at the
time
and place to protest or offer evidence
ir. rebuttal of that submitted by
claimant in final proof.
MANUEL, R. OTERO,
Register.
above-mentione-d

Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 8,

1912.

(013817.)
12, 1911.
Republication.
Notice is hereby given tnat the following named claimant hag filed notice of his intention to make final
proof under sections 16 and 17 of the
Act of March 3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854),
as amended by the Act of February
CI, 1S93 (27 Stats., 470) in support ot
his claim 3253, serial 013817, for tract
1, sees. 21 and 28, and tract 2, in sec.
28, T. 21 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M. & B.
viz: Donaciano Lucero of Cuba, N.
M.

Said proof will be made before tho
RegisteT or Receiver, U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., on April 15, 1912.
Claimant names the following witnesses to prove his actual, continuous
adverse possession of said land for
twenty years next preceding the survey of the township, viz.:
Dionicio McCoy, Victor Casaus, both
cu' Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof, or
who knows1 of any substantial reason
under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
should not be allowed, will be given
an opportunity at the above mentione
ed time and place to
the witnesses of said claimant, and to
offer evidence In rebuttal of that submitted by the claimant; and especial
notice is hereby given to Manual Aragon y Lucero, claimant of claim 1303,
serial 013791, which conflicts with tha
land herein described as to .47 of au
acre or tract of 2 of the claim 3253, of
opportunity afforded him at the above
mentioned time and place.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
cross-examin-

Register.

1

!
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We have just unloaded another car,
and for

A LIMITED TIME,
i

?

I

to introduce this High Grade Patent and BEST OF ALL
FLOURS, we are going to make a special price of

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Couoons from
AND
EMPRESS Flour s

1

$1.65 per Sack.

.90

5

REGULAR RETAIL VALUE, $12.00
We purchased several oarina'Js of this beautiful dinner-warand our
us an xctiiive design
ftnim.il re manufacturer to
pcr"ha-rtarge
of the cost to "aJvertwii?
na a very low yr.ci'. We re chargiDK partgive
u
a.fe
cu.v
uav
and
to
of
cost
the
actual
of t lie
axpense,"
Aet. It Is of a beauuiul "Comiios"' Oositrn aid cannot be duplicated In
than :4 in anr retail chiai store. It la guaranteed by botb
quality fort;he nianuirt'jturer aid oureivcs.
:n every faeli of LARABEE'8 Flour. Sond tia Ave
There ts a coupon
i n
300 pons and
drritt, postal or express money order, and we will
4end you one ot these oautiiul seta tiy freight. Addreea coupons and remittance to Th china Department of the Lit r a bee Flour Mill! Company,
Be
to write your name and addrep plainly.
Kaosy.-Huihjns43,
The coupons 10 LAKABEE'B Flour are also jrood for ftoffera' Silverware
ind other valGa&ie premiums. A&fc for descriptive circular,
4

HIGH-GRAD-

,mproved

A
ery

will run without
oil or cleaning longer tl;an
any other piece of machinbui it needs both occasion-

,

ally.
If you will consider thnt the ri:n of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudge your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
fence a year.
It will increase the
life and accuracy of your watch.
Leave your watch wi;h "us

e

by a

roastin9?

!

Phone No. 4.

THF

IMIIY

i ii

P

a

m

t

Everybody attend the recital tomor
row night. Price 50 cents.
The Acme Harrow, Clod Crusher,
Pulverizer and Leveler at GOEBELS.
FOR SALE Strictly fresh eggs 35c,
per dozen at 367 San Francisco St.
We Lead others follow. Look for
another leader shortly at Zook's Phar- -

FOR

E

Watches
and
Clocks.

WATCH

ce

F.JAN DREWS.

Phone No. 4.

THE JEWFLER.

HAVE YOUR WATCH
CLEANED OCCASIONALLY

gCt 3

e

V

HEADQUATERS

o

premiums in Rogers &
not entirely satisfactory.

GERMEMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-Good- "
AN-MI
LLEDFiour that makes Baking a Delight.

Mi'm

AN

Arizona, Albert Stacy and J. H.
Everybody attend the recital tomor-'fo- r
Baker, of Douglas; directors for New
row night. Price 50 cents.
Death of Young Man William H. Mexico, R. H. Kemp, of Roswell, and
H. Hart, of Clovis.
Stadler, aged 21 years, former manacomLumber
Grande
Rio
ger of the
He was IN KWANGTUN
pany, died at Albuquerque.
CITIES ARE FIGHTING.
a native of St. Louis.
Rent
for
Rooms
Furnished
Elegantly
Rooms elegantly furnished and hav Three Day Battle Between Troops
From Swatow and
ing all modern conveniences, includ
Waidhow.
ing electric lignt, steam neai anu
Wire to New Mexican)
Leased
Bank
Special
National
(By
iu
First
the
baths,
Amoy, China, March 14. Desultory
building. Apply to F. M. Jones.
One Taste of Johnston's Candy is fighting has been going on the last
so good it will tempt you to take! three: days between troops from Swa
more. Zook's.
tow, and soldiers belonging to WaiFort Sumner Suspects Released
chow, both in the province of Kwang-The sheriff's department at Clovis re- - tim A column consisting of seventy
n
leased Calden Proctor and wife, as
from Swatow, which was sent out
pects of the Fort Sumner safe blow-jtjntercept reinforcements from Wai-in- g
of a few days ago. These parties! cnow wag annihilated by the Waichow
were in Fort Sumner at the time of i,
The merchants of Swatow
ro0!)s
i nr trvinp- tn hrinp. flhint rt. rmnnrn.
the robbery.
Coro-nado
Private Dining Rooms The
mise between the two factions. The
Cafe has just been equipped United States Monitor
Monterey re- with two private dining rooms. The mains at Swatow.
management announces that excellent
meals at thirty-fivcents will be
served and also a merchant's lunch at LONDON COAL STRIKE
VIRTUALLY OVER.
twenty-fivcents.
Wire to Sew Mexican)
Bv
LeasPd
Special
Don't forget the recital at the
Ixjndon, March 14. The negotiaPresbyterian church, Friday, at 8 tions
between the mine owners and
o'clock.
the miners in the coal trade dispute
Sent to the Pen At district court appear to be taking a favorable course.
at Los Lunas, Francisco Lente plead- Progress is slow but when the joint
ed guilty lo horse stealing and was conference
adjourned this afternoon
sentenced to the pen for a yer by after four hours session, it was anJudge Mechem. Francisco Jaramillo nounced that the deliberations would
was found guilty of stealing fifteen be resumed tomorrow.
head of horses.
NOTICE.
Ride in E. M. F. car and be sure to
After the first of April no one is
get back.
Guild Meeting Woman's Auxiliary authorized to sell or offer for sale the
and the guild of the Church of the Oj'j del Gigante & Aztec spring minHoly Faith will meet at 2:30 o'clock eral water unless the label on the bottomorrow afternoon at the home of tle is accompanied with my signature
Mrs. Blandy on Marcy street. A full otherwise will not be genuine. I will
attendance is requested a3 business deliver the water to anyone who may
wish to buy it the road to the spring
of importance is to be transacted.
A Double Header Two big games i3 already repaired and in good conoi basketball will be pulled off at the dition.
.
Candelario Martinez.
Armory begining at 7:30 this evening.
The High Schoci an(
th
Eignth i
Grade gir,8 w, againsl toss the jnflat.
ed I)!gskln and a rattHng good con- - Oil
test , promlBed. The admission wi!1
,
, .
1.
a
1
"!
u
sus-rne-

Dinner Set of Fine China
like the one in our show window, or some of the
Sons' Silverware. We will refund your money if

SAVE THE COUPONS

THURSDAY,

macy-

;

'

-

Baby Girl Born- -A baby girl was
born last Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Fe- A Roast of Beef!
lix Sandoval of upper Palace avenue.
For Sale Fine mahogany
piano.
bargain and on easy payments. Call at
12S Galisteo street.
A Name to Conjure With!
FOR SALE-P- oo,
and billiard hali
with six tables-p- ays
well. Must be
! sold at once Price
$1500. O. C. Wat o
clock.
son Co.
More Snow Tomorrow Snow is pre
Call No. 9 for auto livery.
dicted for northern New Mexico toYeomen Tonight There will be an
morrow. Yesterday the wind attained
important meeting of the Yeomen a
Is Suggestive of Juiciness,
velocity of 40 miles an hour, and
lodge tonight at the Firemens' hall. there
was
of an inch of
Tenderness, Retention of Flavor! All members are urged to be present.
precipitation in the shape of snow.
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, Eye,
Ear, The maximum shade
temperature was
Nose and
will be 49
and the maximum sun tem-- i
degrees
at the Palace Hotel, March 14, 15, and
perature 72 degrees. The minimum
16th. Hours,
p. m.
temperature was 24 degrees.
WoAid
Meets
The
Presbyterian
Our Benzoin, Witch Hazel and Al-- I
man's Aid Society of the Presbyterian mond Cream is fine for chapped or
church will meet with Mrs. Smith at
hands, elegant for softening
For Prime Roast Beef See Us! the home of Mrs. F. E. Xuding on Lin- rough
face and skin. Zook's.
v'
coln avenue at 2:30 o'clock Friday af- ' Southwestern
.The
Lumbermen
'
ternoon.
Southwestern Lumbermen in conven
Some Choice Vacant Lots, splendid tion at
Albuquerque adjourned jester--1
investments, good residence locality. day after selecting EI Paso as the next
buy now, price will be much higher in convention city. The following
days. J. W. Mayes, Room 2,,.PTS. WPrp
prpuipt h r.
Phone 92.
Laughlin Bldg. Phone 194.
Bush, of Deming; vice president, J. C.
ai,nsPecior "a
Baldridge of Albuquerque; secretary-ber- t
Sinmnger, at Belen, fell under a treasurer, R. A. Whitlock of El Paso;
New Mexican want
aas aiways moving
while inspecting it, and directors for Texas, M. C. Edwards
brings results
had a leg cut off.
j and r, w. iong, 0f Ej Pas0. directors
i

PRIME ROAST BEEF

" Time Pieces That Are
Reliable."

!

Prime

y.

'l

L

a"

Means Best

.'

--

3O
UJ

QUEENSWARE,

UJ

TINWARE,

J

--

CARPETS,

-- 1
UJ

HARDWARE,

Q

Stoves, Ranges, Etc.

Z

Highest'Cash Price for Second Hand Goods

3S2

'J

and Second Hand Goods Sold on Easy Payments.
PHONE 59 BLACK.
SANTA FE, N. M
New

ill

C
m

H
O
73

m

2H

BEEF,

Plaza Market

Before

"r

w

Far-land- 's

tt

in

the home, one of the first
bathroom

require-

one in which depend

on

j" 'iJjTir

r-

both fixtures
and workmanship.

-lf

guarantee

J

I

tftrukriT Modem Bathroom

;

y

,,.,,

"9

deciding

your plumbing equipment,
let us explain the merits
of 'Standard" Plumbing
Fixtures and quote you
We employ only
prices.
the best mechanics and

5

Co.

Santa Feans who read the sporting
news of other papers are all in praise
of the Santa Fe Athletic Association
in securing Kid Cleveland of EI Paso
for Friday's contest. The Kid is looked to by the Pacific sporting writers
to be second to none and some claim
that it was cold feet on Packy Mc
part when he refused to meet
Cleveland on the grounds of the color
line.
He was given a decision over Billy
Capefle in fifteen rounds. Reddy Cor-bewho is looked to be the fastest
light weight of California met the Kid
in a twenty round mill and the decision went to the Kid.
The Kid also was given a decision
over Danny Webster, ten rounds, recently in California.
Lefty Loyd of Albuquerque is by far
the fastest boxer in New Mexico.
He has been trying to match Kid
Cleveland for some time, and figures
that a decision or even a draw with
Cleveland will put him in the top
of
notch class of the light weights
the country.
This is certainly a rare opportunity
for Santa Fe people and judging from
the seat sale at Fischer's drug store
nobody is overlooking the choice ring
side seats.

Comfort

promote these conditions
ments is a strictly modern and
able fixtures are installed
and in which perfect sanitation is assured.

Throat-Speciali-

The King'of Meats!

Real Sport For 20 Rounds.

iOfLOiIOrr

To

h

Dealer in New and Second Hand

THIRD TRIAL OF
TRUSKETT BEGUN TODAY
Independence, Kans., March 14. In-traduction of evidence for th ilpfonoc
in the thin. trial of A. A. Truskett.
charged with the murder of J. D. S.
Neely, was begun today. It was believed all ihe testimony would be submitted by tomorrow.

IQO
Health, Cleanliness, Home

...

ROAST

DAVID S. LOWITZKI.

MARCH 14, 19fz.

Santa Fe Hardware

&

:

ar

30C

mi

Supply Co.

mi

1
J

Thoughts!

5

i

S

If

J

RE THEY RAMBLING THROUGH YOUR MIND?

We'll wager the are ! Let us
suggest that you spend a few moments looking at our SPRING STYLES. You
may come to us with entire confidence in the matter of clothes. We want to be of ser
vice to you in the matter. We are not so anxious to sell you something
as we are to have something to please you. Our effort is to have the
right goods. There's nothing for us to gain by having anything else.

A

:

i

fi

Hart, Schaffner

&

Marx Clothes

look right to us. We wouldn't try to sell them to you if we didn't think
so. It's no trouble to guarantee your complete satisfaction with such
goods, and no risk.

quality tailoring,
SUITS
Cooyngnt

r.arr ScharTner

&

We know they're right; you'll find them so

fitall right.

$22.50

Marx

This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes

style,

Hi

"vriciuTS Kid 51) AND

NATHAN-

-

r.

ALL

UP

